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1 Introduction 

The generic term “Spacecraft Operations” comprises all activities, necessary for planning and 

performing the operations of a spacecraft, in order to achieve the defined objectives of its 

mission. The following cited introduction to the ECSS-70-PartA standard of the European 

Committee for Space Standardisation [1] defines concisely the critical role and underlines the 

importance of the spacecraft operations in the overall architecture of a space system:  

“Ground systems and operations are key elements of a space system and as such play an essential 

role in achieving mission success. Mission success is defined here as the achievement of the 

target mission objectives as expressed in terms of the quantity, quality and availability of 

delivered mission products and services within a given cost envelope. 

Mission success requires successful completion of a long and complex process covering the 

definition, design, implementation, validation, in flight operations and post operational activities, 

involving both the ground segment and also space segment elements.” 

The ground-based activities in this context comprise a vast number of tasks, including the setup 

and operation of ground stations, development of mission data systems1, preparation of flight and 

ground operation procedures, generation and uplink of operational mission timelines, 

performance of all spacecraft maintenance activities, downlink of the telemetry data and 

spacecraft health monitoring, post-processing of the retrieved telemetry and production of the 

final mission data products as well as setup and maintenance of data archive and data distribution 

systems for providing the mission data products to end-users, mission run-down activities and 

generation of extensive mission documentation.   

The above list is by no means complete and shall only outline the extent of the required ground 

segment activities for successful spacecraft operations. Among these activities the preparation of 

the operational mission timelines in general and planning the activities of scientific payload 

instruments of a planetary mission in particular shall constitute the main subject of the present 

dissertation. The task of science operations planning is an integral element of the overall 

spacecraft operations process and can therefore not be considered in isolation from other 

spacecraft operation activities.  

The concentration on ESA planetary missions in the present work shall allow us to contemplate a 

still generic category of space missions, which has been receiving an ever growing interest in the 

                                                 
1 Mission Data System is the generic term applied to all software system involved in space operations ground 

segment, such as Mission Control Systems, Mission Planning Systems and various simulators. 
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recent years from the European and international scientific community and has stepped into the 

focus of the ESA scientific program with front line missions such as Rosetta, Mars Express, 

SMART-1, Huygens, Venus Express and the future missions BepiColombo and ExoMars.   

In the current distributed setup of the European Space Agency, ESA, the task of planning the 

operations of the scientific payload instruments for these planetary missions is the prime 

responsibility of the Science Operation Centre, SOC, of each mission. The present work will 

mainly focus on the requirements related to this specific task and attempt to develop a generic 

concept, which shall allow a more optimised and automated process for its accomplishment. It 

shall provide a detailed specification of the mentioned science operation planning problem; 

identify all involved constraints, resources and interfaces and contemplate the potentials for 

introducing optimisation and automation into the planning process. Special attention is therefore 

given to the application of advanced computer programming techniques in the domain of 

automation, scheduling and planning. 

A reference implementation of the presented generic concept will also be presented, which has 

been developed and adopted operationally for planning the science operations of the first ESA 

lunar mission SMART-1. This reference implementation shall demonstrate the practical 

application of the introduced concept on ESA planetary space missions.  

Although the planetary missions of the European Space Agency have been the main frame of 

reference for the presented generic science operations planning concept, it can be adapted to 

other categories of space missions, such as astronomy and Earth observation missions. 

Fundamental differences in the operations scenarios in other application areas such as 

telecommunication or navigation may however limit the use of the subject planning concept in 

these domains. 

The present work can be considered as the scientific revision of three years of the author’s 

personal experience in the Research and Scientific Support Department of the European Space 

Agency as a member of the science operation centres of the Rosetta and SMART-1 missions. In 

particular the experience of implementing the science operation planning system for the 

SMART-1 mission, SOPS, has contributed significantly in achieving a better understanding of 

the involved requirements and the specification of the subject science operation planning 

problem. 
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2 Background 

The European Space Agency, ESA, has launched a number of planetary missions in the recent 

years, such as Mars Express, SMART-1, Rosetta, Venus Express and the Huygens probe on the 

NASA Cassini mission. The scientific goal of these missions is to help us achieve a better 

understanding of their planetary target by answering fundamental questions about its geology, 

surface environment or its atmosphere. These objectives are accomplished through measurements 

of the scientific instruments onboard these spacecrafts.  

The spacecraft of such a planetary mission can in general be divided into two main groups of 

subsystems: the satellite bus and the onboard scientific instruments, the so called payload. The 

satellite bus, also called the satellite platform, incorporates subsystems, such as the structural and 

mechanical systems, propulsion system, attitude and orbit control system, thermal control 

system, electrical power system, common data management unit2, the antennas and other 

communication subsystems. The payload is usually composed of a number of scientific 

instruments, such as spectrometers, visual or infrared cameras, particle analysers, radar 

instruments, magnetometers, or the like.  

The subsystems of the satellite bus provide the necessary services and the required resources for 

the operations of the scientific instruments. The actual scientific objectives of the mission are 

however achieved through the operations of the payload instruments.  

These operations require several spacecraft resources such as the electrical power and the 

onboard data storage capacities. Most of the scientific measurements can moreover perform only 

under certain environmental conditions. Examples of such conditions are the distance between 

the spacecraft and the target, the phase angle to the Sun or the local solar elevation angle on a 

specific landmark on the target. The required resources onboard the spacecraft are limited and 

shared by all subsystems. Each instrument has its own set of required environmental conditions 

for its specific measurements, which can be in conflict with the requirements of other 

instruments. Similar circumstances apply to the operations of the platform subsystems. These 

constraints and dependencies make the task of satellite operation planning a complex, iterative 

and time consuming process.  

The above mentioned division of spacecraft subsystems in the categories platform and payload is 

equally reflected in the distribution of the responsibilities for planning and operation of these 

                                                 
2 Common Data Management Unit, CDMU, is the term used to refer to onboard computer and the data handling 

units and their subsystems such as the processors, memories, various TM and TC ASICs, communication buses, etc. 
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subsystems for ESA planetary missions. In the current setup of the European Space Agency the 

task of spacecraft operation planning for a planetary mission is distributed among a number of 

ESA centres and establishments. In this setup planning the operations of the scientific payload 

instruments is the prime responsibility of the Science Operation Centre, SOC, of a planetary 

mission. The SOC is located the European Space Astronomy Centre, ESAC, in Villa Franca, 

Spain. 

The Mission Operation Centre, MOC, has the overall responsibility for planning and execution of 

the spacecraft operations. It carries out, in particular, all tasks related to the platform operations 

and the spacecraft maintenance, orbit and attitude control activities as well as the coordination of 

the communication and data uplink/downlink activities. The MOC is located in the European 

Space Operations Centre, ESOC, in Darmstadt, Germany. It coordinates the operations of all 

spacecraft subsystems, including the integration of the payload operations in the overall 

spacecraft operations plan. The MOC interacts also with the ESA ground station network 

scheduling office, in order to plan the required satellite communication passes. The Mission 

Operation Centre of each mission is organised internally into two teams, namely the flight 

control and the flight dynamics Teams. The flight dynamics team is responsible for all attitude 

and orbit control activities, while the flight control team carries the responsibility for the rest of 

the mentioned MOC activities and is lead by the Spacecraft Operation Manager, the SOM. The 

MOC is supported by a number of entities such as the ground station teams, the software support 

team and the Data System Manager, responsible for the mission data systems, i.e. the mission 

control system MCS and the operational simulator, as well as the network and infrastructure 

support teams.  

ESA planetary missions are organised as so called PI-driven missions [2]. In these missions each 

payload instrument is designed, built and operated by a multinational team, led by a Principal 

Investigator, in short PI, who holds ultimate responsibility for the operations of that particular 

instrument and provides the science operations centre with the required input for planning the 

future operations as well as with scientific results and feedback of previously performed 

measurements of the instrument under his/her responsibility. The science operation centre 

interacts with the PIs, in order to coordinate the activities of all scientific payloads and to ensure 

the achievement of all scientific mission objectives. 

The distributed and PI-driven mission profile is not specific to ESA planetary missions, but is 

also applied to other categories of scientific missions, such as Earth Observation missions 

Envisat and Cryosat as well as astronomy and observatory missions such as XMM, Cluster and 

Herschel/Plank. The same profile is adopted for a number of scientific missions of other space 
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agencies. Examples are the NASA missions Messenger [3], MRO [4], LRO [5] and Cassini [6]. A 

list of mission models for a number of NASA missions can be found under [7]. The chosen setup 

and the level of distribution of activities and responsibilities vary however in each case with 

respect to the applied planning concept. 

The overall scientific responsibility of each ESA planetary mission lies with the project scientist. 

The project scientist is a member of the Science Operation Centre and an expert in the particular 

scientific area of the mission.  

Figure 1 illustrates the distributed setup and the major stakeholders involved in the spacecraft 

operations planning. 

 

Figure 1 - Distributed setup of involved parties in the spacecraft operations process 
 

The distribution of the tasks and responsibilities introduces a number of additional constraints 

and a higher level of complexity to the process of the operations planning. It imposes an iterative 

planning procedure among all involved entities.  

The concept of spacecraft operations planning can therefore be seen as the specification of an 

information flow process, which shall provide a clear distribution of the tasks and responsibilities 

between all involved parties. It attempts to establish well-defined interfaces and to provide exact 

definitions of the exchanged data products in various phases of the planning process.  
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The present work will introduce such a concept for the activities performed in ESA planetary 

science operation centres for planning the operations of the scientific payload instruments in a 

generic way. It attempts to provide a SOC centric view of the above mentioned information flow 

process with emphasis on the interfaces between the SOC and the PIs as well as the interface 

between the SOC and the MOC. Neither the internal activities of the MOC nor the internal 

organisation of the instrument development teams are within the scope of this dissertation. 

3 A Generic Science Operation Planning Concept  

As a first step in defining a new generic science operation planning concept, an overview and 

analysis of the currently exiting approaches are provided in the following sections. This analysis 

shall help to identify the commonalities as well as the sources of diversity among the considered 

approaches. It shall also elaborate on the need for a more generic and consolidated concept in this 

area. A subsequent description of the selected reference implementation for the SMART-1 

mission shall demonstrate the application of such a generic concept on a new planetary mission. 

The various aspects of tailoring and customisation of the represented concept to a new planetary 

mission will be elaborated, while discussing the details of the subject reference implementation 

for the SMART-1 mission. 

The introduction of the generic planning concept is presented in two steps. First a high level 

analysis is provided, which shall introduce the science operation planning domain and 

terminology. It shall prepare the base for a more detailed and mission specific analysis of the 

concepts in the second step. 

At the highest level of abstraction all existing science operation planning concepts can be 

classified into two major categories of the centralised and the decentralised concepts [8] or a 

mixture of these two categories. Both concepts are described in detail in the following sections 

and put in direct comparison with respect to their advantages and disadvantages. 

4 The Decentralised Science Operations Planning Concept 

As its name reveals, the main characteristic of the distributed science operation planning 

approach is the distribution of the decision making process among all involved entities. Figure 2 

visualises the distributed process in this approach. Each instrument team acts as an independent 

science operation centre and performs all necessary steps for planning the operations of that 

particular instrument. The final products of these local planning processes are then 
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communicated to the central science operation centre in order to be merged into a final 

consolidated science operations plan. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2 - Logical Setup of the Distributed Science Operation Planning 
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The main drawback of this approach is the fact that the distribution of the planning process 

comes inevitably with the separation and distribution of the planning knowledge among all 

involved entities. In other words, the complete set of planning information is not made available 

in one single central repository to all involved parties. Instead, each instrument team is only 

aware of the scientific objectives and the constraints that concern the operations of that particular 

instrument. These instrument specific constraints are maintained only locally by the instrument 

teams and are taken into consideration while planning the operations of that instrument. As a 

consequence, all planning decisions for each instrument are taken locally, ignoring the missing 

“knowledge” distributed among other entities. The term knowledge shall comprise in this 

context, all information concerning the planning of the operations of the scientific payload 

instruments. Good examples of such planning knowledge are the operational constraints and 

requirements, the scientific objectives of various operations, the environmental conditions under 

which the operations shall perform, other potentially available scientific opportunities, the 

spacecraft platform specific and the ground systems related constraints as well as the available 

resources onboard the spacecraft. 

It is apparent that the outcome of the local planning processes of the individual instrument teams 

can often be inconsistent and in conflict with each other. Major sources of inconsistencies are 

incompatible satellite pointing (attitude) requirements by two or more payload instruments, over-

subscribed satellite resources, such as electrical power or shared data storage capacities, 

overlapping payload operations with critical satellite platform maintenance activities, such as 

wheel off-loadings or other attitude control activities. Payload operations may also cause 

conflicts by violating satellite thermal constraints. The required satellite slew periods for two 

consecutive operations constitute another source of conflict. 

Each detected conflict must be resolved in this concept within a new iteration cycle between the 

science operation centre and all affected payload planning teams. A minor change in one partial 

plan can result in a chain of new conflicts and cause a time consuming re-planning process. It 

becomes obvious that such distributed science operation planning process could lead to endless 

re-planning iterations between the payload teams and the SOC. The distributed planning process 

is only maintainable, if strict planning rules are established and the majority of the conflicts are 

avoided in the first place by rigid hierarchical prioritisation schemes. 

The conflict sources can be reduced significantly through early static allocation of resources to 

the instruments at the beginning of each planning cycle. Such resource allocations can in the best 

case be based on very high level scientific analysis of the global environmental conditions. In 

practice they are very often simply based on static prioritisation of some instruments over the 
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others for given periods of the mission. This means the a priori assignment of the resources in an 

orbit or a portion of it, e.g. the pericentre passes, to an instrument, as the starting point of the 

planning cycle. The spacecraft orientation, the so called pointing, is often the determining 

exclusive resource, which must be assigned to a particular instrument. The instrument which 

defines the pointing in this approach is called the “leading instrument”. Other payload 

instruments can operate along with the leading instrument as long as they comply with the 

predefined pointing profile and do not cause any other conflict. 

An important weak point of this approach is its vulnerability to unpredictable changes. Since the 

instruments share the same resources, any late change in the operations plan of one instrument or 

an unforeseen environmental or operational change such as a satellite contingency with an effect 

on available satellite resources, changes of the predicted orbit or even a late detected error in the 

operational timeline of one instrument is often handled through cancellation of that (partial) plan. 

In the worst case a complete re-planning might be required, which would demand equal or even 

more effort than the original planning cycle. 

In this approach similar planning tasks are carried out repeatedly and independently by each 

instrument planning team. This includes repetitive performance of environmental simulation and 

science opportunity analysing, as well as preparation of detailed payload operation timelines in 

certain formats. These tasks require higher manpower allocation in each team as well as a 

sophisticated information distribution system, in order to ensure that all teams always work with 

the latest version of the configuration controlled data.  

Despite the mentioned shortcomings the distributed science operation planning concept is the 

adopted planning approach for all ESA planetary missions except for SMART-1 and for a large 

number of NASA missions. 

The reason for the popularity of this concept is twofold. It is on one side historical. The 

implementation of the decentralised planning concept represents less technical challenges in 

comparison to the centralised planning concept and can be fully realised based on long existing 

and traditional IT principles. Considering the computer and network technologies available at the 

time of the first planetary science missions, distributed science operation planning was the best 

feasible approach at the time. The implementation of the centralised science operation planning 

concept would require in contrary a number of modern computer, network and software 

engineering technologies, such as distributed and web-based applications, common centralised 

repositories, service oriented architectures and advanced simulators for producing detailed 

environmental simulation results. Depending on the desired degree of automation and autonomy, 

AI scheduling and planning techniques may also be required in the centralised planning concept.  
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The above mentioned technologies and their adoptation in the centralised science operation 

planning are described in more detail in the next section. Their application introduces a major 

change in the practical work flow of the planning process and requires, as it is valid for any new 

technology, to overcome some historically founded resistance of the involved planning parties. A 

new planning concept comprising new technologies, which introduces significant change and 

shift of responsibilities in the process, can only be promoted if its immediate and long-term 

benefits are evident and visible to all involved stakeholders. This transition and convincing 

process has already commenced at ESA. The advantages of the centralised planning concept 

were demonstrated on the practical example of the first ESA lunar mission SMART-1. 

Considering the number of involved entities and the conservative character of the space domain, 

which is well founded in its reliability and security requirements, the transition process will 

require more time and more profound discussions in a broader forum. The present dissertation 

shall contribute to this process by providing the analytic contemplation and the academic basis 

for this subject.  

The other important aspect of the distributed planning concept, which contributes to its 

popularity, especially among the payload instrument teams is the issue of responsibilities in the 

decision making process. The direct and intensive involvement of the instrument teams in almost 

every step of the planning process has on one side the drawback of considerably higher effort 

required from each team. It gives the payload teams on the other side a false impression of 

control over their instrument operations throughout the whole planning cycle. Since the interface 

between the SOC and the instrument teams in this approach is a detailed operational timeline of 

tele-commands for each instrument, any move to a higher level interface can be interpreted by 

the instrument teams as loss of control and responsibility.  

While it is true that the centralised planning concept establishes new interfaces and introduces 

different interaction points between the SOC and the payload teams, it certainly does not reduce 

the level of control of the instrument teams, the degree of their involvement nor their visibility to 

the decision making process. It attempts instead to shift the interface between the instrument 

teams and the SOC towards a more rational and scientific level rather than being tedious 

operational timeline files in specific formats, driven by computer and spacecraft engineering 

requirements. 

To sum up, the decentralised science operation planning concept comprises of merging partial 

operations plans of all payload instrument and resolving the conflicts in iterations until a 

consolidated science operation plan is achieved. 
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5 The Centralised Science Operations Planning Concept 

The foundation stone of this concept is conflict avoidance instead of conflict resolution. It 

attempts to eliminate the sources of planning conflicts as early as possible in the process. The 

physical sources of conflict are the shared and limited satellite resources, which can not be 

altered by any concept of operation. The centralised science operation planning concept 

concentrates therefore on avoiding logical planning conflicts by preventing the submission of 

conflicting payload operation requests and by delaying the assignment of available resources to 

requested payload operations as long as possible during the planning process. The rationale 

behind this is the avoidance of unnecessary iteration cycles.  

We recall that the main source of conflict in the decentralised planning concept is the fact that the 

operations of each payload instrument are planned independently and in isolation by the 

instrument planning teams, without having the complete planning information at their disposal. A 

payload team would avoid requesting scientific operations for a particular time period if it were 

aware of other payload or satellite platform activities such as station keeping manoeuvres, wheel-

offloading or communication passes, already scheduled exactly at the same time. These 

operations are however subject to changes and updates and partially not under the control of the 

SOC. Their details may be provided by external entities, i.e. Flight Dynamics, MOC or ground 

station scheduling office, only in late phases of each planning cycle and can therefore not always 

be propagated in advance to the payload teams at the start of a planning cycle.  

Another source of conflicts and consequent iteration cycles in decentralised planning is a 

category of planning information such as satellite thermal or slew constraints, which can only be 

handled centrally by the SOC. The validity of this category of constraints can only be checked on 

a sequence of planned operations. A payload team can therefore not evaluate them without 

knowing the details of the predecessor and the successor planned operations, which may be the 

operations of another payload or the satellite platform and hence not known, when requesting a 

payload operation at the initial planning cycle. 

In order to eliminate this logical source of conflicts, the centralised science operation planning 

concept stipulates that the payload planning teams shall generally avoid requesting time-tagged 

payload operations. 

In other words, the submission of conflicting payload operation requests is avoided in the 

centralised science operation planning concept by eliminating the absolute timing from the 

payload operations requests. The science operation centre is instead provided at the beginning of 

the planning cycle with a pool of generic scientific payload operation requests. These payload 
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operation requests contain no absolute timing information and can therefore neither overlap with 

any other operation request nor cause a resource usage bottleneck.  

The independency of an operation request from the absolute time does not mean that the 

requested operation can be executed at any time during the planning period. The majority of the 

scientific payload operations can in contrary perform only within certain time windows. An 

example would be the request for imaging a certain landmark on the surface of the planet under 

specific illumination conditions. The time independency of the operation request implies that the 

payload team should not perform a detailed analysis to identify one such particular time window 

and to submit a request for performing the operations in the identified window, e.g. in orbit 426 

starting at 12:15:38 UTC. 

In this approach the instrument teams provide the science operation centre instead with generic, 

conditional operation requests, which are driven purely from the scientific objectives of the 

mission and can therefore be devised at a very early phase of the mission, even before the launch. 

The payload teams should not be concerned about the exact details of the final orbit, satellite 

resources, scheduled communication passes or any other platform activities while defining these 

generic scientific operation requests. It is even not necessary for the payload planning teams to 

perform a detailed environmental simulation, since the generic operation requests should not be 

concerned with the actual time windows, during which the requested operation could possibly be 

performed. These requests establish in principal the set of all scientific activities, necessary to 

achieve the scientific objectives of the mission. They constitute the elementary building blocks 

for creating the so called Master Science Plan, MSP, of the mission.  

Each generic operation request encapsulates the complete planning knowledge for a single 

operation or a group of related operations. It comprises all operational and scientific constraints, 

which must be taken into account while planning the requested operation. Examples are the 

required phase angles, distances and illumination conditions on the target of an imaging 

operation. The generic payload operation request contains also the information about the required 

satellite orientation during the scientific operation, the so called satellite pointing. The 

operational timeline with relative timing to the start of the operation, which defines the exact 

course of actions during the operation, is also provided along with the generic request.  

The generality of these requests is not limited to their time independency. In case of target 

oriented scientific operations such as for imaging and observatory payloads, one generic request 

can be submitted for a group of similar targets. This is the case when exactly the same operations 

shall perform repeatedly on a group of targets, which share a certain characteristic or are 
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qualified for achievement of a defined scientific objective. Such generic observation requests can 

be seen as observation templates.  

The scientific rationale behind an operation request is provided by specifying the scientific 

objectives to which the operations would contribute. This subject contemplates a number of 

related topics such as planning criteria, scheduling heuristics, prioritisation schemes and science 

tracking strategies. It deserves therefore a thorough consideration and is discussed in detail in 

section  7.   

We have introduced until now the centralised science operation planning from a practical point of 

view, with the objective of conflict avoidance and prevention of repetitive planning iteration 

cycles. The main motivation for this concept is however, the implementation of science driven 

planning by establishing the link between the operation requests and the scientific objectives of 

the mission and by basing the decision making process on the scientific rationale.  

An overview of the centralised planning concept is provided in Figure 3. It can be easily seen, a 

well-structured science planning knowledgebase in form of a central repository, which contains 

all relevant planning information, builds the backbone of this concept. This central repository 

forms a unified interface between all involved parties in the science operation planning process. 

Having all relevant planning information at its disposal, the SOC is endowed with the complete 

set of system constraints, resource profiles, scientific objectives, the orbit and attitude auxiliary 

data, platform operation needs, availability of the ground stations and communication pass 

details. It is now the responsibility of the SOC to perform a detailed environmental and 

operational simulation, in order to identify candidate time windows for each submitted payload 

operation request, within which the requested operations can perform under the specified 

conditions. These time windows are referred to as science opportunity windows. The above 

described process is known as Science Opportunity Analysis. The presence of the complete 

planning knowledge in one central repository allows SOC to perform a global scientific 

assessment, in order to ensure the overall achievement of the scientific objectives of the mission. 

In cases of competing operation requests, the SOC has access to the complete operational history 

as well as the future possibilities for the competing operations. It can therefore base its decisions 

on a global scientific assessment rather than local decisions limited to one short planning period. 

The coordination between the platform and payload activities are also improved in this concept, 

since the SOC and MOC can coordinate these activities directly without the need of additional 

iterations with each of the payload teams. 

The actual planning process begins after all science opportunity windows of a planning cycle are 

identified. The planning and scheduling task can therefore be seen as the distribution of the 
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limited resources among the operations of the payload instruments, avoiding resource usage 

conflicts.  

 

 

Figure 3 - Logical Setup of the Centralised Science Operation Planning 
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It involves selecting some science opportunities among all available overlapping and competitive 

science opportunity windows and subsequent scheduling of the selected operations with respect 

to available satellite resources.   

Considering the rich pool of submitted operation requests, the major difficulty is given by the 

fact that a multitude of overlapping science opportunity windows for various operation requests 

are usually competing for shared satellite resources during each planning period. It must be noted 

that several science opportunity windows may exist for one operation request throughout the 

course of the mission. For instance, a landmark may become visible under the exact same 

illumination condition more than once during a mission phase. This is particularly the case for 

generic operation requests with a group of targets. Such operation requests can usually be 

mapped to a multitude of science opportunity windows, i.e. one or more science opportunity 

windows for each target.  

A significant benefit of the centralised science operation planning concept is the fact that through 

elimination of avoidable iteration cycles, many steps of the process can be automated. The 

process of environmental simulation, science opportunity analysing and the subsequent 

scheduling and planning of the payload operations can be automated in this approach. The 

payload teams can still interact with the planning process in an asynchronous manner by 

submitting new observation requests or editing existing ones in the central knowledgebase 

anytime during the process. Through the automation of the above mentioned chain of activities, 

introduction of new operation requests or updating the existing ones can be easily handled and 

taken into consideration at certain check points during the process.  

The possibility of automating the above mentioned activities does not represent only a potential 

saving in terms of effort and time. Moreover, it provides the basic means for flexibility of the 

planning concept with respect to unpredictable and late changes in the inputs to the planning 

process. Introduction of a change at the input level of the process does not represent a major 

challenge, since it would merely require a new run of the automated planning process and the 

creation of a new plan. 

The aspects of automation and re-planning are discussed in section  9.5.2.3 and elaborated on the 

reference implementation of the represented planning concept for the SMART-1 mission. 
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6 Data Flow Perspective of science operation planning concepts 

The differences between the two planning concepts are in the order of the execution of the 

involved tasks as well as in their assignment to and distribution among the involved planning 

parties. These differences can be best analysed by looking at the science operations planning 

from a pure data flow perspective. The main chain of activities involved in science operation 

planning is common to all planning concepts and is listed below. 
 

- Definition of the scientific objectives of the mission 

- Specification of the payload operations needed for achieving the defined objectives 

- Simulation and scientific analysis to identify suitable time slots for specified operations 

- Creation of a consolidated conflict free payload operation plan 

- Analysis of the results of the performed operations 
 

Science operation planning activities are organised into so called planning cycles. Depending on 

the selected planning concept, all or a subset of the above mentioned activities are repeated in 

each planning cycle. To give an example, the definition of scientific objectives of a mission and 

the establishment of a hierarchical structure of scientific goals can either be carried out as one 

major activity at a very early phase of the mission or be split into many steps and refined in each 

planning cycle. The second activity, specification of the payload operations needed for achieving 

the defined objectives, can similarly be performed after the definition of the objectives and 

improved throughout the mission. In the distributed science operation planning concept, this 

activity is however repeated for each planning cycle, considering only the operations available in 

that planning cycle. The data flow processes of both concepts are provided in Figure 4 and Figure 

5 . 

For simplification, the figures demonstrate a linear process for both centralised and decentralised 

planning concepts. The real planning process comprises a number of iteration loops and activity 

cycles. The parallel activities of the payload teams have been merged into one single process in 

order to reduce the complexity and maintain the readability of the diagram. These merged 

activities are distinguished with an annotation showing that the activity is carried out by each 

payload team. The figures do not visualise the occurrences of multiple planning cycles nor 

illustrate the concept of long, medium and short term planning, as described in section  8. 
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Figure 4 - Data Flow Perspective of the Centralised Science Operation Planning Concept 
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Figure 5 - Data Flow Perspective of the Decentralised Science Operation Planning Concept 
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The activities 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 4 are typically carried out once at the beginning of the 

mission and refined throughout the mission, while more information and experience becomes 

available. The results of the analysis of already performed operations are also fed back into the 

loop in the form of refinements and updates to the mentioned activities. The remaining tasks 5, 6, 

7 and 8 are more repetitive tasks, which must be carried out in each planning cycle. 

This separation between the more general one-off planning activities and the repetitive activities 

in each planning cycle is not so distinct in the presented data flow process of the decentralised 

science operation planning. The tasks 1, 2 and 3 in Figure 5 are usually carried out in early 

phases of the mission. The same activities are however repeated for each payload instrument in 

every planning cycle, since the decision of which operations to plan is taken locally by the 

instrument teams. The tasks 1 and 3, high level analysis and establishment of detailed scientific 

objectives are also repeated in every planning cycle, confined to the orbits of that planning cycle. 

The a priori assignment of resources and operational time slots to the payload instruments is 

usually based on the results of these activities. Task 4 has therefore been introduced in order to 

reduce the iteration cycles as elaborated in section  4. The remaining tasks are repeated in every 

planning cycle. The essence of the decentralised planning concept is demonstrated in the iteration 

loop between the tasks 6, 7, 8 and 9. One must note that the parallel activities, performed by all 

payload planning teams have been merged in the above diagram. The illustrated iteration loop 

represents accordingly, a set of iteration cycles with all payload teams. It shall visualise the 

iterative chain of activities of conflict detection by SOC, the consecutive rejection of the 

submitted operation request, selection of a new science opportunity by the payload team and 

submission of a corresponding new observation request. The iteration can not be avoided since 

the SOC does not have access to the local planning knowledge of the payload team, nor the 

payload teams have access to the full set of planning information, using which conflicting request 

could be avoided. 

7 Science Driven Planning  

The ultimate goal of a scientific space mission is to carry out scientific experiments, which would 

lead to the achievement of a set of scientific objectives. The high level scientific objectives of a 

mission are specified at mission definition phase. In fact ESA planetary missions are initially 

selected from a pool of scientific proposals from the broad scientific community. The scientific 

objectives of a suggested mission make up the major part and constitute the very foundation of 

these proposals. Once a mission has been selected and its feasibility demonstrated in a 
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corresponding study, the other characteristics of the mission such as the mission profile, the orbit, 

mission duration and the launch window are designed and determined to facilitate the 

accomplishment of these objectives.  

The payload instruments of the mission are then selected accordingly, designed and built so that 

the specified objectives can be achieved through their operations. Furthermore, the scientific 

objectives of the mission play an essential role in the design of the spacecraft and especially in 

dimensioning the available spacecraft resources. One could therefore assume that the same 

scientific objectives should be the main driving factor in the planning of the mentioned 

operations of the payload instruments during these missions. Although this assumption holds in 

principle for all scientific space missions, the actual role of the scientific reasoning in the 

practical operation planning process varies significantly from mission to mission and is 

considerably dependent on the selected operation planning concept as well as on the practical 

aspects such as the team size and setup. 

The high level scientific objectives of a mission are quite generic and very abstract. They can 

therefore not be directly considered in the science operation planning process, without further 

break down and refinement. To give an example, the overall objectives of the four ESA planetary 

missions SMART-1, Mars Express, Venus Express and Rosetta are provided below: 

 

Mission Objectives 

Mars Express 
[9] 

- image the entire surface at high resolution (10 metres/pixel) and selected 
areas at super resolution (2 metres/pixel) 

- produce a map of the mineral composition of the surface at 100 metre 
resolution 

- map the composition of the atmosphere and determine its global 
circulation 

- determine the structure of the sub-surface to a depth of a few kilometres 
- determine the effect of the atmosphere on the surface 
- determine the interaction of the atmosphere with the solar wind 

Venus 
Express [10] 

- Global monitoring of composition of lower atmosphere in near-infrared 
transparency ‘windows’ 

- Coherent study of atmospheric temperature and dynamics at different 
levels of atmosphere, from surface up to ~200 km 

- Measurements from orbit of global surface temperature distribution 
- Study of middle and upper atmosphere dynamics from oxygen (atomic and 

molecular), and nitrogen oxide emissions 
- Measurements of non-thermal atmospheric escape 
- Observations of Venus in spectral range from ultraviolet to thermal 

infrared 
- Application of solar/stellar occultation technique at Venus 
- Use of 3D ion mass analyser, high-energy resolution electron spectrometer 
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and energetic neutral atom imager 
- Sounding of Venusian top-side ionospheric structure 

Rosetta [11] To study the origin of comets, the relationship between cometary and 
interstellar material, and its implications with regard to the origin of the Solar 
System. The measurements to be made to achieve this are:  

 Global characterisation of the nucleus, determination of dynamic 
properties, surface morphology and composition;  

 Determination of the chemical, mineralogical and isotopic compositions 
of volatiles and refractories in a cometary nucleus;  

 Determination of the physical properties and interrelation of volatiles and 
refractories in a cometary nucleus;  

 Study of the development of cometary activity and the processes in the 
surface layer of the nucleus and the inner coma (dust/gas interaction);  

 Global characterisation of asteroids, including determination of dynamic 
properties, surface morphology and composition 

SMART-1 

[12] 

Testing and proving of an ion drive and miniaturised instruments, along with 
investigations of lunar geochemistry and a search for ice at the south lunar 
pole 

 First European in-flight test of an ion engine 
 Testing the autonomous navigation through the Solar System  
 Testing a new way to communicate with Earth using a laser beam  
 Investigating the theory that the Moon formed out of the debris of a 

massive collision between a Mars-sized object and Earth, over 4000 
million years ago;  

 Studying processes of rocky planet formation, volcanism, tectonics and 
geochemistry;  

 Chronicling the asteroid and comet bombardment of the Earth-Moon 
system by studying the preserved craters of the Moon;  

 Searching for signs of water ice in craters near the Moon’s poles. 

 
Table 1 High level scientific objectives of four ESA planetary missions 

 
These objectives can obviously not be taken directly into consideration by the science operation 

planning process, since they do not provide a concrete planning policy or practical decision 

making guidelines. The scope of these objectives is generic that a multitude of science 

opportunities and the corresponding operations of the different scientific payload instruments can 

be mapped to them.  

Another important aspect of science operation planning is continuous evaluation of the payload 

operations, in order to track the achievements and determine the progress in fulfilment of the 

scientific objectives of the mission.  This aspect is equally missed out, unless a comprehensive 

break down of the high level objectives to detailed scientific objectives is devised. Such a 
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hierarchical network shall provide the means for linking the available payload operation 

opportunities directly to the detailed scientific objectives and hence provide scientific criteria for 

practical payload operation planning. The hierarchical network also facilitates the tracing of the 

contribution of each payload operation up to the highest level of the overall mission objectives. 

Otherwise, neither the level of the accomplishment of various scientific objectives nor the need 

for prioritising specific operations could be evaluated through the history of performed 

operations. 

In the distributed science operation planning concept the SOC has very limited scientific 

visibility, because the scientific analysis and trade off tasks are delegated to the remote payload 

operation teams. The SOC does not perform any compulsive scientific analysis to identify all 

available science opportunities for all payloads and cannot therefore evaluate or take any 

decisions, based on scientific prioritisation. The payload teams on the other side are only 

concerned with the subset of scientific opportunities of their own instrument and the 

corresponding subset of related scientific objectives. The need for a global scientific analysis, on 

which the planning shall be based is therefore evident, in order to optimise the scientific outcome 

of the mission.  

How the centralised science operation planning concept addresses this issue and provides the 

means for more consolidated science driven planning, is elaborated in the next sections on the 

experience of its implementation for the SMART-1 mission.  Section  9.5.3 describes how the 

principles of science tracking and science driven planning are implanted in the SMART-1 

Science Operation Planning System, SOPS. 

8 Four ESA Planetary Missions One Generic Planning Concept 

The previous sections have provided the theoretical groundwork of the science operation 

planning domain as well as an analytical comparison between the two major science planning 

concepts for planetary missions. 

Although each of ESA’s planetary missions has utilised a slightly different science operation 

planning approach, a number of common concepts and principles are shared by all these 

missions. The applied planning concept for Rosetta, Mars Express and Venus Express missions 

are described in detail in [13,14,15,16]. A high level comparison of the applied planning concepts 

for ESA planetary missions is given in [17]. The major common planning principles can be 

summarised as following: 
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- Predefined Payload operation timelines: Provision of self contained operational timelines 

with relative or event driven timing for performing well defined repetitive payload operations 

- Event driven planning: Planning based on abstract events instead of absolute timing 

- Gradual planning and refinement of the operational plan in successive long term, medium 

term and short term planning phases 

- Application of simplified payload resource utilisation models for planning purposes [18] 

 
Alongside these common concepts a number of planning tools and facilities have been developed 

and successfully adopted in all ESA planetary missions for payload resource utilisation 

modelling, environmental simulation, visualisation and validation of payload operation timelines. 

[19] provides a more detailed elaboration of these concepts and the tools with emphasis on the 

existing synergy among all ESA planetary missions. These principles are considered as generally 

valid and hence incorporated in the proposed generic centralised science operation planning 

concept and its reference implementation for the SMART-1 mission. 
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9 SMART-1 Science Operation Planning System, SOPS 

The SMART-1 Science Operations Planning System, SOPS, is the reference implementation of 

the centralised science operation planning concept, which has been presented and discussed in 

the previous sections. SOPS has been designed and implemented by the author. It has been 

adopted operationally as the prime planning system for planning the activities of the scientific 

payload instruments of the first ESA lunar mission SMART-1.  

The development of SOPS has been carried out in parallel to the mission, in the period of 

November 2004 to the end of mission in September 2006, following the incremental delivery 

model for evolutionary software rather than a waterfall approach. Both processes are shown in 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 and specified in the ECSS-E-40 [20] software development standards and in 

its tailoring for ground segments in ESA by the Board of Software Standardisation and Control, 

BSSC [21]. A light-weight version of the standard has however been applied, in order to allow 

rapid development of a prototype, which has then evolved and improved in each development 

phase to eventually become a more sophisticated science operation planning system, which has 

been used operationally. 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Waterfall Model for Software Development [21] 
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Figure 7 - The Incremental Delivery Model for Software Development [21] 
 

The applied light weight evolutionary software development process incorporates some aspects 

of the so called agile software development paradigm [22]. This paradigm comprises a set of 

software development methodologies, which are based on the principle of incorporating frequent 

inspections and adaptations in the software development process. Extreme Programming, XP, is 

the best known agile methodology [23] and is shown in Figure 8.  

 

 

Figure 8 - Extreme Programming Paradigm [23] 
 

The agile software development paradigm is usually used for developing software systems, for 

which the user requirements are not stable and subject to frequent changes. It is especially 

suitable to develop prototype software systems, when the users do not have a firm idea of what 

the final system should do at the start of the development project. This is very often the case 

when the boundaries, interfaces and the functionality of the system can not be specified a priori. 

In the case of the SOPS, this approach has been adapted to cope with the challenges related to the 
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late start of the development and the urgent need for a basic science operation planning system as 

early as possible for the science phase of the mission.  

The adopted software development process incorporated a number of requirement and 

architectural design reviews. The scope of each of these reviews has been limited to the new 

functionality in each incremental delivery. The testing and validation of the subject functionality 

in each incremental delivery has been carried out by the science operation team in so called 

shadow operation planning periods, during which the new functionality of the software has been 

compared to the results of manual planning activities. The ultimate validation of the software 

functionality has been achieved through its operational application for planning the observations 

of the scientific payload instruments and the comparison of the retrieved scientific data from the 

spacecraft, e.g. images, against planned operations.  

Considering the fact that SMART-1 was not the first ESA planetary mission, the justified 

question may raise about the source of the urgency and the instability of additional requirements, 

which has led to the development of a new science operation planning system. In other words, 

one may ask why the existing planning tools could not fully cover the requirements of SMART-1 

science operation planning and why the need was not identified earlier. 

The answer to these questions is twofold. The first aspect is related to the application of the 

centralised science operation planning concept in the SMART-1 mission, which gave raise to a 

set of new requirements. These new requirements have been introduced in order to provide until 

then missing basic functional elements of the central science operations planning concept such as 

the centralised knowledgebase, the science opportunity analysing and operations planning. The 

need for these complementary functionalities of the SOPS is best revealed in the fact that despite 

its new development, SOPS  interfaces to and utilises almost all existing planning tools used for 

previous ESA planetary missions, e.g. the Experiment Planning System EPS [24], the Project Test 

Bed PTB [42] and the MAPPS tool [25].  

SMART-1 has been the first ESA planetary mission to adopt the centralised science operation 

planning concept. One objective of the present work has been to introduce and promote the 

concept of the centralised science operation planning concept from a theoretical point of view. 

The advantages of this concept in terms of optimising the scientific return of the mission and the 

aspect of science tracking have been elaborated on, in the initial chapters of this dissertation and 

have been considered as fundamental by the SMART-1 science operation team.  There were 

however a number of more practical reasons, which have led to the decision for adoption of the 

centralised science operation planning concept for the SMART-1 mission: 
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- Limited available human resources (the size of the team) 

- Extremely short planning cycle of one week due to the late availability of ground station 

allocation time windows 

- Unforeseen change of the final lunar orbit which had a considerable effect on the overall 

mission operation profile 

- Severe thermal constraints as a consequence of the change to the final lunar orbit, which 

had a strong impact on the sequence of allowed operations  

- Requirements of antenna pointing towards the Earth during communication periods, 

which prevented parallel science operations and communication activities 
 

All These factors represented serious challenges, which could be best addressed by applying the 

centralised science operation planning concept. The involved constraints and their impact on the 

mission planning are described in more detail in section  9.5.2.1. The major challenge has been 

the interdependency of the payload operations and the limitations, imposed by the platform 

constraints. Given the extremely short medium term planning cycle of only one week, these 

dependencies would have made it practically impossible to check the involved constraints in a 

distributed manner and to resolve the resulting conflicts through repetitive iterations. To give a 

reference for comparison, the typical medium term planning cycle for most of ESA planetary 

missions is four weeks. As described in section  5, the centralised science operation planning 

concept reduces the number of iterations during each planning cycle, by avoiding conflict in the 

first place and eliminates the need for repetitive execution of similar tasks by each payload 

planning team. 

The answer to the second part of the above question is related to the late identification of these 

needs, which resulted in the late start of SOPS development. The SMART-1 mission has been the 

first of a series of ESA Small Missions for Advanced Research in Technology. It had accordingly 

not been planned as a pure scientific mission. The ESA SMART missions are relatively low 

budget technology demonstration missions with a complementary set of scientific objectives. The 

SMART-1 mission was divided accordingly in the following two distinct phases: 

 

Technology Demonstration Phase:  

This phase started as of launch on the 27 September 2003 and finished with the insertion into the 

elliptical lunar science orbit on the 15 November 2004. As its name suggests the main objective 

of this mission phase was to demonstrate the new technology of electrical ion propulsion.  
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SMART-1 was the first European space mission to the Moon and the first to use an electrical 

engine as its prime propulsion system.  It was only the second time that ion propulsion has been 

used as a mission's primary propulsion system after the NASA's Deep Space 1 probe launched in 

October 1998. The atypical mission profile of SMART-1 on its long cruise phase to the Moon is 

shown in Figure 9.  
 

 

Figure 9 - SMART-1 Mission Profile: Flying to the Moon with Electrical Propulsion  
 
Science Phase: 

The science phase of the mission started with the first lunar orbit on 28 February 2005. It was 

originally planned to last only six months and foresaw simple scientific operations, mainly in the 

form of mapping the Moon surface through Nadir imaging. The scientific mission phase was 

however extended until September 2006 due to the extraordinary good performance of the 

electrical propulsion during the first phase, which allowed the utilisation of the remaining fuel to 

re-boost the spacecraft orbit on 2 August 2005, in order to extend the orbital lifetime by 1 year. 

The objective of this phase has been carried out by taking measurements with 9 scientific 

instruments on board the spacecraft. Due to the initially planned short duration of the scientific 

phase and the primarily technology demonstration nature of the mission, the original mission 

implementation plan had foreseen only a very simple science operation profile, which required 

very limited coordination and planning.  

The science and technology operation centre3, STOC, of the SMART-1 mission was respectively 

much smaller than the SOC of other ESA planetary missions such as Mars Express, Rosetta or 

                                                 
3  The STOC of the ESA SMART missions is the equivalent of the SOC for other scientific missions in terms of 

responsibilities, tasks and activities. 
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Venus Express and had not considered the development or customisation of the existing tools due 

to its budget limitations. The unexpected one year extension of the mission came however with a 

clear scientific mandate to exploit this unique opportunity of the first European presence in the 

Moon’s orbit to perform lunar science. 

The significant change of the final operational lunar orbit with a roughly five hour period in 

comparison to the originally planned highly elliptical orbit had a considerable impact on the 

ground operation profile of the mission. It initiated the need for a flexible science operation 

planning tool which would be robust enough to handle these late changes and would allow fast 

re-planning with the minimum number of iterations.  

It is also worth mentioning that SMART-1, although launched after Rosetta, Huygens and Mars 

Express, was the first ESA planetary mission which reached its routine science phase and was 

fully managed by a science operation centre at ESA. The Rosetta mission is still in its cruise 

phase to the comet; the routine phase of the mission will start in 2014. The science operation 

phase of the Huygens mission endured only a few hours and was based on a one-off fully 

automated timeline on-board the spacecraft with no interaction from the ground. The scientific 

operations of Mars Express have been coordinated by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory [13] 

in cooperation with the ESA SOC. Also the Venus Express mission started its routine science 

operation phase after SMART-1. 

9.1 Selection of the Implementation Technology for SMART-1 SOPS 

In this section the requirements, which have led to the choice of the Java EE software 

development framework as the underlying platform for the development of the SMART-1 

Science Operation Planning System, SOPS, are discussed and the rationale behind the selection 

of this framework is explained. 

From a functional point of view SMART-1 SOPS can be divided into two major components: 
 

- A central repository, the so called knowledgebase, for all information related to science 

operation planning 

- Various client applications for performing the actual tasks of science opportunity 

analysing and planning 
 

The central repository is the backbone of a centralised science operation planning system. Easy 

access to this central repository via the Internet by a number of remote users, including the 

instrument planning teams, the PIs and the STOC members has been an essential user 

requirement in developing SOPS. In addition to the possibility of direct human interaction, the 
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central repository must provide software interfaces to other software clients and planning tools, 

which shall be able to query and to manipulate the information available in the repository.  

Given these user requirements, a distributed server-client-architecture becomes the most obvious 

choice for the design of the subject Science Operation Planning System, SOPS. The following 

more specific user requirements have been driven by the practical use cases of the system.  
 

- Multi-user, single repository architecture 

- Remote and parallel access to the repository 

- Access control with read, write and query rights 

- User and group management features (for each instrument team)  

- Platform independence of the system 
 

 

The full set of the user requirements are specified in the Science Operations Planning System 

User Requirements, SOP-RSSD-RS-015/Db. 

The Java EE framework provides a number of ready-to-use services such as user control and 

security management, which fulfil the above requirements and allow the developer to concentrate 

on the implementation of the actual functionality, the so called business layer of the system. The 

aspects of remote communication via the Internet, parallel access and multi-threading are also 

handled by the framework in a transparent manner to the developer. Being a pure Java 

application, the aspect of the platform independence is equally addressed, since the system can be 

deployed and run on any platform with a Java virtual machine. 

The other essential user requirement has been to provide the initial version of the system as fast 

as possible. Considering the limited available resources for the development of the SMART-1 

SOPS in parallel to the mission, the selected platform should allow rapid prototyping of the 

system and support an incremental development approach, while minimising the effects of 

changes and evolution of the system on the users. These requirements imply that the main 

functionality of the system should be implemented on the server side, following the so called fat 

server, thin client paradigm. This approach allows the incremental extension and improvement of 

the server functionality in a transparent way to the clients, by maintaining the interfaces. 

An open source implementation of the Java EE server-side software development framework, 

called GlassFish [26], has in this context, been identified as the most suitable for the development 

of the SMART-1 SOPS, since it facilitates the rapid development of the system, by providing so 

called infrastructure services and allowing the developer to concentrate on implementing the core 

functionality of the science operation planning system. The other existing and popular framework 

for server-side application development is the Microsoft .NET framework. The .Net framework 
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is however not open source and heavily platform and vendor (Microsoft) dependent. A 

comparison of the available frameworks can be found in [27, 28, 29] 

A comprehensive description of the Java EE software development technology is not in the scope 

of this dissertation. An overview of the framework can be found in [30]. More detailed 

specification of the software development aspects in the Java EE framework are provided in [31].  

Figure 10 gives an overview of the Java EE technology from a deployment and run-time view 

point. In a nutshell, one can consider a server-side Java EE application as a collection of Java EE 

components, such as Enterprise Java Beans, Servlets or Java Server Pages. Before the application 

can be used, it must be deployed on a Java EE application server, like GlassFish, which 

comprises three containers for the above mentioned components. The application server can be 

seen as the infrastructure (middleware), to which the application components are plugged-in. 

This infrastructure provides many common services and functionalities to all plugged-in 

components, such as logging and monitoring services, communication, persistence, security, 

user-management, etc. 
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Figure 10 - J2EE Platform Overview [30] 
 

To give a concrete example, the simplest case of an Enterprise Java Bean [32, 33, 34] component for 

representing the concept of a Person shall be presented here. As shown in Listing 1 the 

implementation of this EJB is a pure Java class, which does not contain any code to handle the 

aspects of security, user control, remote invocation, network communication, persistence etc.  
 

@Entity  

public class Person { 
 

  public Person(String _name) { name = _name; } 

  public void setName( String _name) { name = _name; } 

  public String getName() { return name; } 

@Id 
  private String name; 

} 

Listing 1 A very simple Enterprise Java Bean Example 
 

The developer of this EJB can concentrate fully on the actual implementation of the business 

logic, in this case the encapsulation of the concept of a person, represented through his/her name. 

At deployment time additional aspects of the usage such as persistence, security and remote 

invocation can be specified in a complementary deployment file in XML format. Using the 

deployment specification, the application server can identify the required services and provide 

them in a separate layer which is fully transparent to the developer.  

The first line of the Listing 1 shows a so called annotation (@Entity) for this purpose. 

Annotations are an alternative way of specifying the required services of the framework. By 
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using annotations the developer provides the same deployment information as in the traditional 

deployment XML files, but in a much easier way. 

If the developer decides that the class Person shall be persistent, i.e. the instances of this class, 

the individual objects of the type Person, shall be saved when the application is terminated; the 

application server will create a corresponding table in an underlying relational database. When an 

instance of the class Person is generated, the application server will invoke the required database 

operation to create a record (a new row) in the corresponding table of the database. The mapping 

between the instances of the above EJB class and the created database table is again fully 

transparent to the developer. All that is required for this purpose is the annotation of type @entity 

to be added to top of the class. The persistence aspect of the platform is of special interest for 

developing the SOPS central repository and discussed therefore in more detail on the example of 

the implemented data model for the SOPS central repository in section  9.2. 

Handling security and user management aspects are realised in a very similar manner and on the 

application deployment level. The deployment descriptor of an application can specify security 

and access rules at various levels, e.g. group level, component level or even method invocation 

level. After the application has been deployed, the developer can create user groups and associate 

security rules and access rights to them, using the administration interface of the Java EE 

application server as shown in Figure 11. In other words, the implementation of the actual 

application does not include any source code for handling security aspects. The security layer is 

transparently added by the application server to the top. The immediate benefits of the selected 

server-client architecture based on the Java EE platform can be summarised as follows:  
 

- Single point server side maintenance 

- The clients are not affected by the frequent changes on the server side 

- Easy provision of web-based clients, which require no installation on the client side 

- All new functionalities, implemented on the server, become automatically available to all 

clients, without the need for an update or a new installation on the client side 

- Effective and easy administration, since no client software is needed: The client is a 

standard HTML web page shown in a web browser 

- Maximum availability: The system can be accessed from any computer on the network 

with a web browser 

- Extendibility of the system with new functionalities for upcoming missions 
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Figure 11 - Application Server Administration Client 
 

The aspect of simple server side maintenance is of significant importance for the development of 

evolving systems such as the SMART-1 SOPS with a number of distributed users.  

9.2 The Data Model for Centralised Science Operation Planning 

The concept of the central repository is the backbone of any centralised science operation 

planning system and has been described in section  5 from a theoretical point of view. The first 

step in implementing a centralised science operation planning is respectively designing a 

comprehensive data model for encapsulating the relevant planning information. A data model is 

an abstract model that describes how information is represented and accessed in a certain 

domain. In computer science, data modelling is a two-step process [35,36,37], which comprises 

 
1. The provision of a formal data model description, the so called data model theory 

2. The application of this data model theory, in order to create a data model instance 

 
The details of this process, including the definition of the so called conceptual, logical and 

physical data models are quite exhaustive and not in the scope of the present work. The Java EE 
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framework provides the formal data model theory in the context of so called container managed 

entity EJBs, on which the presented knowledgebase has been based and implemented. The 

discussion of the subject data model in this section is therefore limited to the identification and 

definition of the terms and entities, required for encapsulating the relevant science operation 

planning knowledge. These entities have been introduced and defined in the previous sections. 

The following list provides however, a more complete and comprehensive inventory of all 

relevant planning information items, which participated in the design of the SMART-1 central 

planning knowledgebase. The figures provided for each entity show the view of the web based 

client, which the users can use to access, query and manipulate the corresponding items in the 

knowledgebase. In some cases, such as for the entities pointing, pointing type and pointing 

profile a single unified MMI is presented. 
 

- Payload Instrument: A scientific instrument onboard the spacecraft, which can perform 

scientific measurements to fulfil scientific objectives. 

 
- Pointing Axis: An axis defined in a specific coordinate system, which can be used for 

defining a certain spacecraft attitude, the so called pointing 
 

 
 

- Principal Investigator: The prime responsible person for the scientific operations of a 

payload instrument and the point of contact for that instrument. 
 

 
 

- Target: Some payload instruments, in particular the imaging instruments, perform their 

measurements on specific targets. A target can be any coordinate, defined in a given 
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frame or an area such as a landmark on a celestial body. In case of the SMART-1 mission 

the following target types have been defined: 

o Celestial Body: Such as the Sun, the Earth or the Moon 
 

 
 

o Landmark:  Such as a crater or a volcanic area on the Moon. Defined by its 

longitude, latitude, height and category in the Moon coordinate system 
 

 
 

o Star: Defined by its right ascension and declination in an inertial coordinate 

system 

 

 
 

- Target group: Targets can be categorised and put into target groups under different 

scientific aspects. Examples for such group are all volcanic areas on the north hemisphere 

of the Moon or all targets with a diameter greater than 1 km. As it can easily be seen from 

the given examples, a target can belong to more than one group at the same time. On the 

other hand a target group must consist of at least a single target 
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- Observation: The scientific measurements of imaging and observatory instruments, which 

usually involve a certain target are called observations 

 
- Spacecraft Pointing and Standard Pointing Types:  The spacecraft orientation, i.e. its 

attitude, during a scientific measurement. Spacecraft pointing describes the required 

satellite orientation and can be specified in a so called Pointing Type Request, PTR, using 

a specific syntax. There are a number of standard pointing types such as Nadir, Inertial, 

Track and Slew. The details and definition of the different pointing types are specified in 

the corresponding interface control document [38].  

 
- Pointing Profile: Some observations may require more than one specific pointing towards 

their target. For example to take a stereo image a certain raster must be applied on the 

target. Also to obtain mosaic images of a given target the satellite must obtain a number 

of pointings in a certain order during the same observation. For instance, a raster scan on 

a target X, consisting of 29 points, is illustrated below. Each point is defined as a separate 

Pointing in a self-standing PTR block. 

    . . . . . . . . .             

    . . .  x . . . .               

    . . . . . . . . .  

A pointing profile defines such a raster, mosaic or other multi-point satellite orientation 

profiles and can be applied on different targets. The timing, parameters and the definition 

of each point are provided independently of the target, to which it may be applied. Each 

observation has one pointing profile. In the simplest case the pointing profile of an 

observation contains only one pointing. 
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- Constraint:  Any environmental or operational constraint. Examples of such 

environmental constraints are ranges for the local solar elevation angle or solar azimuth 

angle of the landmark as well as the distance to the target or the phase angle between the 

satellite, target and the sun, etc. Target visibility constraints define the condition, under 

which the target should be observed, such as Nadir (i.e. straight down), Across Track and 

Along Track Visibility constraints. 

 

 

 

Constraint Type: A constraint type specifies a category of similar constraints, such as the 

category of all altitude constraints. It defines their common structure and maps them to an 

existing event type. A concrete constraint of the type “altitude” specifies then the constraint 

range of that particular constraint, e.g. between 150 km and 210 km. The concept of the 

constraint type has been introduced, in order to achieve maximum flexibility by enabling the 

users to define and inject into the system any new constraint of an existing constraint type. As 

will be shown in the following sections these constraints can then immediately be used in the 

science opportunity analysing and future mission planning, without the need for any software 

change.  
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- Operation: The scientific payload instruments are operated like any other spacecraft 

subsystem via telecommand and are monitored via telemetry. An operation encapsulates 

in the presented data model, a self-standing and independent but repetitive activity of a 

payload instrument. It can be as simple as “switch on the instrument” or as complex as 

“switch on the instrument + warm up the CCD + perform internal calibration + take an 

image + pre-process the image + compress the image + save the image + cool down + 

switch off”. An operation corresponds in this context to an event-driven timeline. In its 

simplest form, an operation can be mapped to a single telecommand or a telesequence. 

The timeline and hence the corresponding activity may however contain more than one 

telesequence. The important issue is that although the entire timeline is event driven, the 

relative timing of the telesequences in the timeline is fixed either relative to each other or 

with respect to the events of the timeline.  The events, defined in the timeline are abstract 

general events and do not correspond to a particular occurrence during the mission. One 

shall think of the entity “operation” as a Lego brick, with which more complex activities 

can be described. The rules of when and how to define an operation are rather vague, but 

as a general rule of thumb, an operation shall be defined for every typical and repetitive 

activity of the payload instrument, which can be described in a time independent way. 

The example below illustrates the concept of  an “operation”: 
 

#Event   Delta t Payload MODE  Telesequence 
E1   + 00:00:00    P1       OFF      AMRF016A  
E1   + 00:00:10    P1       STAND_BY   AMRF003A 
E1   + 00:20:15    P1       WARM_UP   AMRF008A 
E1   + 00:30:15    P1       Calibration   AMRF001A 
E1   + 00:44:35    P1       STAND_BY   AMRF007A 
E2   - 00:10:00    P1       COOL_DOWN   AMRF012A 
E2   - 00:00:05    P1       STAND_BY   AMRF014A 

 
- Operation Profile: The Operation profile comprises the complete sequence of activities, 

which must be performed by a scientific payload instrument during an observation, in 

order to achieve the related objectives. It is composed of one or more operations and may 

include flow control instructions, similar to those of programming languages, e.g. 
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IF….THEN statements, loops, control and context parameters, etc. The operations to be 

performed during a certain observation by a scientific instrument can very often not be 

expressed in a static way and may depend on a number of factors, such as previous 

operations of the same or other satellite subsystems. To give an example, some imaging 

instruments require an internal calibration after a certain period of operations, e.g. every 

30 minutes. Other instruments may require a power looping (switch off and switch on 

again) after certain operations of the platform. The Operations profile provides a 

conditional but complete event driven timeline of an observation. The conditions and 

control structures can however be resolved during the science opportunity analysing and 

the subsequent science operation planning activities, resulting in a plain timeline of 

telesequences for a certain observation. The concepts of the “operation” and “operation 

profile”, have been defined as described here but have not been fully implemented in the 

knowledgebase of the Science Operation Planning System for SMART-1, due to available 

time and effort limitations. A preliminary implementation, which makes use of existing 

functionalities of the Experiment Planning System tool EPS, for implementing a 

simplified version of this concept has been incorporated in the SOPS and explained in 

section  9.6. Section  11.2 discusses a possible future implementation of this missing, but 

important, component of the planning data model 

 
- Science Theme, Sub Theme and Detailed Scientific Objective: The scientific objectives of 

the mission are organised and categorised in a hierarchical structure. Science Themes are 

the highest level of the hierarchy, describing goals such as understanding the composition 

of the Moon. These high level objectives can however not be achieved directly through a 

particular operation of a single payload instrument but are moreover achieved indirectly 

through the results of a group of operations of various payload instruments. Each science 

theme is therefore broken down into a number of sub themes, which must all be achieved, 

in order to accomplish the corresponding science theme.  The sub themes are themselves 

composed of detailed science objectives, which form the lowest level of this hierarchy. 

The detailed scientific objectives are more concrete goals, which can be obtained through 

a particular payload operation and hence directly linked to the observation requests. A 

payload instrument may achieve or contribute partially to the achievement of one or more 

detailed scientific objectives through its operations during an observation. 
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- Planning Cycle: The task of science operation planning is organised into certain time 

periods, which are called planning cycles. The duration of a short-term planning cycle for 

SMART-1 is one week, starting at the first light to dark terminator crossing on a 

Saturday. The medium term planning cycle covers a period of four weeks. All planning 

products are generated and configuration controlled for each planning cycle. A planning 

cycle is in other word the time period for which the repetitive tasks of planning are 

performed and the planning end products are generated. Each planning cycle is internally 

broken down to a number of orbits.   

- Observation Request: An Observation Request encapsulates all required information for 

planning a category of similar observations. It forms the highest level interface to the 

science operation planning system. The payload instrument teams can submit an 
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observation request at any point during the science operation planning process. It is 

however important to understand that an observation request is not a request to perform 

the subject observation at a specified time, e.g. in Orbit 123 at 10:30:45. In fact the 

initiator (payload team), does not even know at submission time when the requested 

observation will be planned and eventually performed. The observation request specifies 

instead a complete set of conditions, under which the requested observation should be 

performed. It also specifies a target group, which contains all targets for which the 

subject observation is requested. The request specifies also a list of all detailed scientific 

objectives, which can be achieved through the requested observation. The required 

spacecraft attitude profile during the observation is given through the linked pointing 

profile. The actual operations to be performed during the requested observation are given 

by the specified operation profile. 
 

 
 

It is worth mentioning that the concept of the observation request is the core of the 

presented data model. All other introduced data entities are used to define observation 

requests. The ultimate objective of this data model is to enable the payload teams to 

provide the science operation centre their planning input in form of generic observation 

requests. 

 
- Science Opportunity Window: A science opportunity window marks a time period, during 

which a specific observation of a payload instrument could be performed. The constraints 
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which specify under which condition an observation could be performed are defined in 

the related observation request.  These constraints are used to identify and to determine 

the duration of a corresponding science opportunity window. A science opportunity 

window starts as soon as all constraints, defined in the observation request, become valid 

and ends when one of the constraints is violated. It is the task of the science operation 

planning system to identify the science opportunity windows for all defined observation 

requests in a given planning period 

 
- Observation: Only when the operations of a payload instrument have been incorporated in 

the science operation plan of a certain planning cycle and have been eventually carried 

out onboard the spacecraft, they are referred to as an observation. The logical work flow 

consists of, as shown in Figure 4, submitting observation requests (specification of an 

observation) followed by the identification of science opportunity windows (when the 

observation could be performed, i.e. when all constraints are valid), then the selection of a 

science opportunity window among other existing ones for inclusion in the plan and the 

eventual execution of the operations of the observation onboard the spacecraft.  

 
The main scientific payload instruments of the SMART-1 mission, AMIE and SIR, were imaging 

instruments, the terms observation and observation request have therefore been adopted for 

defining the above data model. In general, the same data model can be applied without any 

restriction to none-imaging payload instruments, as it has been demonstrated for none-imaging 

instruments KATE and EPDP of the SMART-1 mission. It would be however advisable to adopt 

a more generic terminology, which would replace the term observation with activity and 

observation request with activity request accordingly. The provided definition of these entities in 

the above data model can be further used without any modification. This generalisation has been 

omitted intentionally in the present dissertation to reflect the actual terminology used for the 

implementation of the SMART-1 SOPS. 

9.3 Implementation of the science operation planning data model  

Traditionally, the process of data modelling was driven by its implementation in relational 

databases for which the data model was formally specified in so called entity-relationship 

diagrams. This process was a self-standing step in the design and development of a software 

system. In this approach the data model would be implemented independently from the rest of the 

system in a relational database. Each entity would become a database table. The relations among 
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the entities would be established among the tables, using the constraints of the database 

management system. Once the data model would have been implemented in the database, the 

counterpart of each entity would be implemented at software level. The software system would 

manage explicitly the mapping of the data stored in the database tables to the software entities, 

making use of database adopters such as ODBC or JDBC to retrieve and manipulate the data in 

the database. 

In the modern software development paradigm, data modelling is in contrast an integral part of 

the software modelling and not treated as a separate activity. From a modelling point of view the 

entities are handled equally, regardless of their final implementation and aspects of their 

persistence4. In other words the same modelling representation is used for modelling an entity, 

which may be implemented in a software component, such as a class, or in a table of a relational 

database.  

As described in the previous section, the Java EE framework provides the persistence layer, and 

hides the implementation details from the developer. Each entity is modelled and implemented in 

this approach as a pure software component, i.e. a pure Java class. The classes which constitute 

the data model are in addition annotated with so called entity EJB Tags. The framework handles 

the creation of the corresponding database tables and the mapping of those tables to the software 

components in a fully transparent manner to the developer. Listing 2 provides an example of the 

simplest entity in the introduced data model, the Axis entity.   
 

@Entity 
@NamedQuery( name="findAxisByDetails", query="select a from Axis a where a.name like :name") 
public class Axis implements Serializable { 
 

  /** Creates a new Axis with the given x,y and z components. */ 
  public Axis(String _name, double _x, double _y, double _z) { 
    name = _name; 
    x = _x;e 
    y = _y;  
    z = _z; 
  }  
 

  public void setName(String _name) {name = _name;} 
   
  public String getName(){ return name;} 
  public Long getId() { return id; } 

                                                 
4 Persistence is the term used in computer science for information storage, so that it is not lost between multiple 

starts of an application. Persistence can be implemented based on various technologies such as relational databases, 

file systems, etc.  
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  public void setId(Long _id) {  id = _id; }   
   
  public double getX() {  return x; } 
   
  public void setX(double _x) { x= _x; } 
   
  public double getY() { return y; } 
 
  public void setY(double _y) { y = _y; } 
   
  public double getZ() { return z; } 
 
  public void setZ(double _z) { z = _z; }   
   
  @Id 
  @GeneratedValue(strategy = GenerationType.AUTO) 
  private Long id; 
  protected String name; 
  protected double x, y, z; 
 

} 

Listing 2 Implementation of the entity Axis as a Enterprise Java Bean class 
 

Figure 12 shows the corresponding database table, which has been created automatically by the 

framework. The platform makes use of the provided information in the annotations to implement 

the mapping. 

 
 

Figure 12 - The Corresponding database table, created by the framework for the Axis EJB 
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When another class creates a new instance of the class Axis or manipulates an existing instance 

via the provided getter and setter methods, the framework performs corresponding SQL 

operations on the database table to create a new record (row) in the table or to change the value 

of a column.  

Figure 13 shows the architectural design of the SOPS central repository, the SOPS 

knowledgebase, according to the above described data model. All entity classes are tagged as 

<<ejb>>. The adopted colour coding facilitates the identification of related entities of the data 

model as groups of entities of the same category.  
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Figure 13 - Overall architecture of the SOPS central repository and its related data model 
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9.4 Implementation of the Knowledgebase Clients 

The SOPS knowledgebase forms the central repository, which contains all planning information. 

Two sets of client applications have been implemented as part of the SMART-1 SOPS. These 

clients access the data preserved in the knowledgebase and carry out the various tasks of the 

science operation planning. The first client application provides pure web-based access to the 

knowledgebase. The users can login to the system from any computer, connected to the Internet, 

via a web browser and provide their planning input, query the existing data and modify the 

information if required, as well as import or export the data from the knowledgebase in a number 

of formats, using the provided dynamic web pages. No installation is required on the client side, 

since the client view of the application is realised by pure HTML web pages. Examples of the 

user interface for accessing various planning information items have been shown in section  9.2, 

while introducing the SOPS data model. From a user point of view, the application consists of a 

set of dynamic web pages, like a typical on-line banking application or the web-applications of 

on-line travel agencies for booking flight tickets or hotels. The main view of the application is 

shown in Figure 14.  

Following the introduced Java EE server-client architecture, this web based application has been 

implemented as a set of Java Server Pages, JSPs for short [39, 40, 41]. These Java Server Pages are 

translated at deployment time to so called Servlets.  A Servlet is a Java programming language 

class, which is used to extend the functionality of the server, based on a request-response data 

model. Servlets generate the content of dynamic web-pages, based on the provided user input in 

form of HTTP requests. Figure 15 outlines the data flow logic of a web-based Java EE client 

application. The initial user interface has been implemented as a standard HTML page, which 

incorporates a HTML-“Form” element. The user input, which is provided in the HTML Form 

element, such as text fields, check boxes, etc. is sent to the application server in a corresponding 

HTTP Request. The application server dispatches this request and redirects it to the subject 

Servlet. The Servlet can be seen in this respect as the request handler. It extracts the user input 

from the HTTP Request object and generates dynamically the corresponding content (answer) in 

form of a new HTML web-page, which is then sent back to the web browser on the client 

machine as a HTTP Response. The Servlet interacts on the server side with the Enterprise Java 

Beans that implement the business logic and the planning information model, introduced in the 

previous section, in order to retrieve and manipulate the data, which is contained in the 

knowledgebase and made persistent by the underlying database. 
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Figure 14 - The view of the web-based knowledgebase client 
 

The SMART-1 SOPS web client design foresees the following scheme for each entity of the 

introduced data model: A front-end JSP for the subject entity, e.g. PayloadFront.jsp and a 

handler JSP, PayloadHandler.jsp. The front end JSP provides the form (wizard) with text fields, 

check boxes and drop-down menus for all attributes of the entity. The user can create a new 

entity or query the existing entities by various attribute values. 
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Figure 15 -The Architecture of the web-based J2EE application 
 

Listing 3 shows a fragment of the PayloadFront.jsp. The Java Server Pages technology allows 

the developer to easily create dynamic web pages, by embedding the dynamic components in the 

static HTML part of the document. A Java Server Page is a text document very similar to the 

HTML source of a “normal” static web page. It contains however both static and dynamic 

components. The dynamic components can be viewed as place holders for dynamic content, 

which depend on the user input, passed to the server as a part of the HTTP request. The 

embedded dynamic components are compiled and executed by the server, each time a HTTP 

request arrives. The server replaces the dynamic components with their corresponding value at 

run-time and sends the resulting complete and now fully static HTML document back to the 

client web browser in a HTTP response. Hence, from a client point of view no dynamic logic is 

involved, since the client works always only with the static web pages. The fact that the web 

pages shown to the client are dynamically generated and populated based on his or her input, is 

fully transparent to the client and handled on the server-side. In other words the client user just 

opens some web pages in the browser and starts entering data and navigating through other web 

pages by pressing the provided buttons. How these web pages are generated on the server side 

and the fact that they are composed of content, which is logically related to the interaction of the 

user, is completely hidden from the user. The server interacts with the database to retrieve the 

relevant information, perform calculations or any other business logic, which may be required for 

generating the final resulting HTTP response. 
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                  <table border="0"> 
                    … 
                    <tr>  
                      … 
                      <td align="left" > <input type="text" name="name" size="26" /></td> 
                      <td align="left"><img src="../pictures/checked.gif" width="24" height="24" /></td> 
                      <td nowrap="nowrap">Description</td> 
                      <td align="left"> <input type="text" name="description" size="26" /></td> 
                      <td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
                    </tr> 
                    <tr>  
                       <td align="left" ><img src="../pictures/checked.gif" width="24" height="24" /></td> 
                       <td nowrap="nowrap">Type</td> 
                       <td align="left" > 
                         <select name="type"> 
                           <option>All</option> 
                           <option>IMAGING CAMERA</option> 
                           <option>SPECTROMETER</option> 
                           <option>PLASMA INSTRUMENT</option> 
                           <option>INFRARED SPECTROMETER</option>  
                           <option>PLASMA INSTRUMENT</option>  
                           <option>ANTENNA</option>                          
                         </select>                           
                       </td>                     
                       … 
                    </tr> 
                    <tr>  
                      … 
                      <td align="left"> 
                        <select name="pi"> 
                          <option value="All">All</option> 
<%                        for ( PrincipalInvestigator pi: dataManager.findPIByDetails("%","%","%","%","%") ) { %> 
                          <option><%=pi.getName()%></option>     
<%                        }                                                                                                                                %>                                                     
                        </select> 
                      </td> 
                      <td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
                    </tr> 
                  </table>   
               … 
 

Listing 3 - Fragment of PayloadFront.jsp 
 

The highlighted part of the above JSP fragment, shows how dynamic code is embedded in the 

static HTML document. The server compiles and executes the embedded code of the JSP, which 

retrieves, in the case of the above example, all defined Principle Investigator objects from the 

underlying database and populates the options of the corresponding “select” element of the web 

page with their names. Figure 16 shows the client view of the above JSP in the web browser. As 

it can easily be seen in the demonstrated client view, it is fully transparent to the client that the 

options shown for the field “PI” are actually retrieved at run-time from the database by the 

server, where as the options for the field ”Type” are a static list, which have been hard-coded in 

the source of the web-page.   
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Figure 16 - Client view of the PayloadFront.jsp 
 

After the user has entered the requested fields and selected a certain operation, e.g. creating a 

new payload, edit or delete an existing one, the front end JSP forwards the request to the handler 

JSP. Listing 4 shows some fragments of the PayloadHandler.jsp. It first retrieves the user input 

from the HTTP request and performs the requested operation, using the data model façade EJB, 

The names of the 
PIs are dynamically 
retrieved from the 
knowlegebase at 
run-time 

The types of the 
payload instruments 
are in contrast static, 
i.e. hard-coded. 
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dataManager and creates a response web-page, containing the success or error message, which is 

then sent to the client browser in a HTTP response. 

… 
<%   
  DataManagerRemote dataManager =  
    (DataManagerRemote) pageContext.getServletContext().getAttribute("dataManager"); 
  String url  = (String) pageContext.getServletContext().getAttribute("url"); 
   
  String button = request.getParameter("button"); 
  String name = request.getParameter("name").toUpperCase().trim(); 
  String description = request.getParameter("description"); 
  String type = request.getParameter("type");    
  String pi = request.getParameter("pi");  
  String id = request.getParameter("id");  
%> 
<html>     
  <head>   
    <title>Payload</title> 
    …    
  </head>  
  <body bgcolor="#E8E9EA">  
  <% 
  //-----------------------search----------------------- 
  … 
  if (button.equals("search")){ 
  … 
  }// if search  
  … 
  Payload payload = new Payload( new Long(id), name, description, type, pis.iterator().next(), axis); 
   
  if (button.equals("new")){    
    dataManager.create(payload);  
%> 
      <img src="../pictures/addToDB.gif" ">  
      The new Payload <%=name%> has been created successfully.  
<% 
  }  
  else if (button.equals("edit")){ 
    dataManager.edit(payload);  
%> 
    <img src="../pictures/dbEdit.gif">  
      The Payload <%=name%> has been modified successfully.   
<% 
  }  
%> 
… 
  </body>  
</html>  
 

Listing 4 - Fragment of the PayloadHandler.jsp 
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Figure 17 - Client view of the PayloadFront.jsp 
 
The same principle has been applied to all other entities, such as targets, constraints, etc. In 

addition to the above described general pattern, all implemented JSPs also make use of 

embedded JavaScript elements, to mimic the basic dynamic user interaction behaviour on the 

client side without involving the server. These scripting elements perform all “light” tasks, which 

can be performed on the client-side, before submitting the final request to the server. Examples 

of such activities are validating the user input in terms of syntax and limits, opening and closing 

popup windows and modification of the page view, based on user input, etc.  

The usage of the scripting elements on the client side reduces communication traffic between the 

server and the client and hence improves the performance of the client. One must however note 

that these scripting elements do not implement the actual business logic and are merely handling 

the user interaction options as well as very elementary general tasks such as validation.  

 

9.5 Implementation of the Science Operations Planning Client 

The second group of the client applications for the SMART-1 SOPS have been grouped in a 

desktop application called hereafter the SOPS Client. This application likewise does not require 

any installation on the client machine, since it is deployed as a single JAR archive and can be 

executed on any platform, with a Java virtual machine. In fact in the latest stage of development 

Dynamic value of the parameter ‘name’ at run-time 
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the SOPS client application has been provided as a Java Web Start5 application, which could be 

started directly from a web browser over the Internet. 
 

 
 

Figure 18 - Main View of SOPS Client Application 
 

The SOPS client application interacts with the knowledgebase for retrieval of planning 

information. It provides a set of functionalities for performing various tasks of science operation 

planning and for the generation of required planning products. The final results of a planning 

session can be fed back to the knowledgebase, in order to be taken into consideration for the next 

planning cycles. The core functionality of the SOPS client application is the retrieval and 

analysis of all relevant planning information for a given planning period and identification of all 

available science opportunity windows in that time frame. This task is referred to as science 

opportunity analysing and described in the next section. 

                                                 
5 Java Web Start is a new technology, which allows the user to start a desktop Java application over the internet via a 

web browser. The application is downloaded to the user’s machine the first time the user attempts to run it and 

checks regularly for updates at each start up. More details about this technology can be found under 

https://java.sun.com/javase/technologies/desktop/javawebstart/index.jsp  
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9.5.1  Science Opportunity Analyser 

As explained in section  9.2, all operations of the payload instruments are specified formally in 

the form of observation requests prior to the start of the actual planning activity. Each 

observation request defines all constraints, which must be taken into account while planning the 

specific operations of the subject payload. In other words, the requested observation should only 

be planned, if and only if, all specified constraints are valid for a specific target of the related 

target group. A science opportunity window marks the time period, during which all defined 

constraints of a specific observation request are valid for one of the targets of the associated 

target group. Every science opportunity window corresponds to one observation request and one 

target, while an observation request can lead to many science opportunity windows for each of its 

specified targets during the subject planning cycle. The main objective of the science opportunity 

analysing task is to identify all science opportunity windows, which are available during a 

planning period. 

For this purpose the SOPS client, and in particular the science opportunity analyser component, 

make use of the results of the dedicated SMART-1 mission environmental simulator PTB.  

The Project Test Bed [42], PTB, is an existing environment and orbit simulator, which is based on 

the EuroSim [6] simulation framework. It provides 3D visualisation of the satellite orbit and its 

environment as shown in Figure 19. The core of the PTB simulator is generic and common to all 

planetary missions. Specific customisations and add-on implementations are however required 

for each mission, in particular for simulating various parameters which may be of interest for 

science analysis and planning purposes. The results of the simulation, i.e. the value of all 

simulated parameters, can be monitored and visualised in real-time during the simulation but also 

exported in ASCII format. The PTB can in this context be seen as the source of information for 

science opportunity analysing. For the SMART-1 mission all defined targets in the SOPS 

knowledgebase have been imported into the PTB. For this purpose the knowledgebase client 

provides a dedicated feature for exporting the relevant information in PTB compatible format.  
 
 

                                                 
6  EuroSim is a simulation framework, which is widely used at ESA for various simulators at different phases of the 

space missions. More details about Eurosim can be found on. http://www.eurosim.nl/  
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Figure 19 - 3D visualisation of the SMART-1 Orbit and the FOV of the AMIE Camera 
 

The SMART-1 PTB has been configured to report the changes in a set of predefined simulation 

parameters, such as illumination angles, visibility of targets, distances between the target and the 

satellite, in form of EPS events. The following is a fragment of such an Event file but a more 

complete example is given in Appendix 1 – Example of an Event File: 
 

357_21:44:55   LM_PHASE_ANGLE_40_50_START (COUNT = 2240001) 
357_21:44:55   LM_PHASE_ANGLE_50_60_END (COUNT = 2240001) 
357_21:44:56   SSP_LSE_20_30_END (COUNT = 2) 
357_21:44:56   SSP_LSE_30_40_START (COUNT = 2) 
357_21:44:56   SSP_PHASE_ANGLE_50_60_START (COUNT = 2) 
357_21:44:56   SSP_PHASE_ANGLE_60_70_END (COUNT = 2) 
357_21:44:58   LM_PHASE_ANGLE_70_80_START (COUNT = 4420001) 
357_21:44:58   LM_PHASE_ANGLE_80_90_END (COUNT = 4420001) 
357_21:44:59   LM_VIS_LIM_START (COUNT = 1400001) 
357_21:44:59   LM_VIS_LIM_END (COUNT = 2760002) 
357_21:44:59   CEL_VIS_SUN_45_END (COUNT = 150001) 
357_21:44:59   CEL_VIS_SUN_60_END (COUNT = 150001) 
 

Listing 5 - Fragment of PTB Event File: Captured Results of Environmental Simulation 

The first column is the time stamp in form of day_hour:minute:second. The event names are 

abbreviated messages and are interpreted as “Land Mark Phase Angle started to be between 40° 

and 50° for the target with id 224”. The count number gives the id of the target, for which the 

event has been generated. As it can be seen in the given example, any change in the 

environmental properties is reported in range steps, in order to reduce the amount of data 

processing. These PTB events build the basis for the definition of possible science operation 
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planning constraints. We recall the definition of a constraint type in the knowledgebase, which is 

shown again in Figure 20 .  
 

 

Figure 20 - Mapping of a Constraint Type to a PTB Event 
 

Each constraint type is explicitly mapped to a given class of environmental simulation events, 

through its fields Event Name, Event Type and the Constraint Type. In the above example the 

constraint type ALTITUDE has been mapped to a class of simulation events called SSP_DIS, 

which stands for sub spacecraft point distance. The value of the field Event Type specifies if the 

event is generic as in the above example or if it occurs for specific targets, in this case it would 

be of type LANDMARK. For landmark events the target for which the event has been reported is 

specified in the count number. The constraint type Range Constraint in the above example 

indicates that the changes of the simulated parameter (in this case the distance to the sub 

spacecraft point) are reported in ranges and the event occurs each time the sub spacecraft point 

distance enters a new range. Another category of events are the so called flag events, which mark 

the occurrence of a momentary event such as the pericentre or apocentre crossing events. These 

events are singular and do not come in as a start and end pair. Examples of the corresponding 

PTB events for the above constraint type are the following two events: 
 

069_18:00:00   SSP_DIST_1000_2000_KM_START (COUNT = 1) 
069_18:00:21   SSP_DIST_1000_2000_KM_END (COUNT = 1) 
 

The first event shall be read as follows: The distance to the sub spacecraft point started to be in 

the range between 1000 and 2000 km at day 69 18:00:00. The second event means: The distance 

to the sub spacecraft point stopped to be in the range between 1000 and 2000 Km at day 69 

18:00:00. Now without processing the next event, one can not say if the distance has gone under 

1000 Km or above 2000Km. Since the end of one range is aligned to the start of the next range 

the next event resolves the situation unambiguously and avoids any gaps:  
 

069_18:00:21   SSP_DIST_1000_2000_KM_END (COUNT = 1) 
069_18:00:21   SSP_DIST_2000_3000_KM_START (COUNT = 1)  
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The actual constraints for various altitude ranges have then been defined using the above 

constraint type as shown in Figure 21. The user can define the required range without being 

constrained by the PTB event reporting ranges. In the case of the example below, the specified 

range is between 1000 and 10000 km. The environmental simulator reports the changes in the 

sub spacecraft point in steps of 1000 KM. 
 
 

 

Figure 21 - One Concrete Constraint for a Certain Altitude Range 
 

It is the task of the science opportunity analyser to process all relevant environmental simulation 

events and to derive conclusions of when a given constraint is valid or violated. This task can be 

performed in various ways. The simplest approach would be to maintain the list of all defined 

constraints and update their status after processing any simulation event. This approach proves 

however to be simply impractical from a memory usage and performance point of view, 

considering the fact that an environmental simulation session for one week generates thousands 

of events. For a period of several months, as required for long term planning, the generated 

events are in the order of one million. 

To increase the efficiency of the event dispatching and constraint status validation, when 

processing a simulation event, the current SOPS implementation reassesses only those 

constraints, which could be affected by that event category. For instance, while processing an 

event of type SSP_DIST_ it is not required to re-evaluate the illumination constraints. The 

science opportunity analyser implements an advanced event dispatching algorithm based on the 

Observer and Factory design patterns as shown in Figure 22, in order to achieve this efficiency. 

In this design, the state of each constraint, defined in the knowledgebase, is guarded by a 

dedicated ConstraintChecker object. The generic ConstraintChecker class is an abstract class. It 

encapsulates the common behaviour of all constraint checkers, namely the association with a 

given constraint, handling corresponding simulation events and updating the state of the subject 

constraint. The actual implementation of these functionalities for various constraint checkers are 

provided in the subclasses, the ValueRangeConstraintChecker and the FlagConstraintChecker. 
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The dedicated ConstraintChecker instance for each defined constraint in the knowledgebase is 

then created, using the ConstraintCheckerFactory (Factory Design Pattern). 

Each ConstraintChecker object maintains a list of SimulationEventTypes, which may affect the 

state of the associated constraint and hence to be processed by it. The interface 

SimulationEventListener is the abstract specification of this behaviour. It registers itself using the 

SimulatedEnvironment object. The SimulatedEnvironment retrieves upon occurrence of any 

SimulationEvent the references to all SimulationEventListeners, who have registered for the 

SimulationEventType of that particular SimulationEvent and dispatches the event to them 

(Observer design pattern). The generic and abstract class SimulatedEnvironment represents the 

actual environmental simulator. Although the environmental simulator can be an external tool, as 

the PTB simulator is in the case of SMART-1, the SOPS design encapsulates the concept of the 

simulator in the abstract SimulatedEnvironment class and hence fully transparent to the 

remaining components of SOPS.  
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Figure 22 - Simulation Event Dispatching and Constraint Handling Design 
 

In fact, it can be seen in the class diagram that the interface to specific PTB simulator is realised 

by a subclass of the SimulatedEnvironment, called the PTBEnvironmentSimulator.  This design 

allows the maximum flexibility of the system in absence of a common simulator interface 

standard. The PTB simulator can in this way be replaced for a future mission by another 

simulator. 
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The identification of the science opportunity windows is achieved following a similar design, 

which is shown in Figure 23 and based on the same observer design pattern. For each observation 

request, defined in the knowledgebase an ObservationRequestHandler object is created which 

monitors the state of all associated constraints, via the ConstraintStateListener interface. The 

ConstraintChecker instances for the subject constraints register the ObservationRequestHanlder 

object as their state listener and notify it each time the state of a monitored constraint changes. 

The ObservationRequestHandler creates a new ScienceOpportunityWindow instance and opens 

it as soon as all constraints become valid. The ScienceOpportunityWindow is closed as soon as 

one of the involved constraints is violated. The ObservationRequestHandler reports the 

identified science opportunity window to the ScienceOpportunityAnalyser, who adds it to the set 

of all identified science opportunity windows.  
 

 

Figure 23 - Science Opportunity Window Detection Architectural Design 
 

The ScienceOpportunityAnalyser acts as a central administrator for all identified science 

opportunity windows. It provides services for querying and retrieving science opportunity 

windows, based on various criteria. The final results of the science opportunity analysing are 

shown in Figure 24. The user can visualise the results in various ways. Typical examples are: 
 

- Show all identified science opportunity windows in an orbit or planning cycle 
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- Show all identified science opportunity windows of each payload during the planning period 

- Show all science opportunity windows identified for a particular target 

- Show all science opportunity windows identified for each observation request 

- Show all science opportunity windows which contribute to a particular scientific objective 
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Figure 24 - Results of Science Opportunity Analysing in SMART-1 SOPS 
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The user can retrieve more details for each identified science opportunity window, by clicking on 

it in any of the views. Two additional advanced graphical views, the Gantt View and the Map 

View are provided to facilitate the user interaction.  

The various vertical lines in the above Gantt diagram view visualise certain important time 

events during the orbit such as the dark to light (in yellow) and the light to dark terminator 

crossings (in black) as well as the moment of sun plane crossing (in red). 

As illustrated in Figure 24, there are usually many overlapping science opportunity windows in 

each orbit. On the other hand, the same science opportunity windows may become available 

more than once during the planning period. For instance the satellite may fly repeatedly over the 

same landmark after a number of orbits. The planning task consists therefore of selecting conflict 

free science opportunity windows with respect to all spacecraft and payload constraints with the 

goal of optimising the scientific output of the mission. 

9.5.2  Science Operations Planner 

The actual planning process begins after all science opportunity windows have been identified 

and presented to the user. The human planner may select, based on various criteria, a subset of 

available science opportunity windows. At the current stage of development this task is 

performed semi-manually. The SOPS client assists the user in this process by providing enhanced 

information and by visualising the effects and implications of each planning decision. In 

particular all violated constraints and the resulting conflicts as a direct consequence of a certain 

planning decision, are visualised instantaneously. In this way the planner would avoid conflicts 

in the first place while planning, rather than trying to resolve them at a later stage of the process 

through iterations, hence following the principles of conflict avoidance rather than conflict 

resolution. While performing the manual selection of the science opportunity windows, SOPS 

can provide the following useful information for each science opportunity window to support the 

selection based on scientific criteria:  
 

- How many times the corresponding observation has already been performed during the 
mission 

 

- How many times will the same science opportunity become available again throughout 
the mission 

 

- Which other science opportunities on the same target are available 

- Which other science opportunities with the same science objective are available 

- Which are the science objectives to which the corresponding observation contributes 

- How many observations with the same objective have already performed in the past 
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- How many science opportunity windows with the same science objective will become 

available throughout the mission 
 

Before discussing the implementation aspects of the SOPS planning and automation features, the 

specific SMART-1 science operation planning problem is explained in more detail in the next 

section. It is however not our intention to provide a mathematical specification of the subject 

planning problem, but to elaborate on the constraints, rules and limitations governing the science 

operation planning of the SMART-1 mission and hence driving the design of the SMART-1 

SOPS planning components. A formal definition of the same planning problem is provided along 

with the mathematical specification of all involved constraints and rules in a separate publication 

of the author [43]. It deals with a pure mathematical view of the same problem from an AI 

scheduling and planning perspective and proposes some algorithms for solving the subject 

planning problem, using constraint programming techniques. The work carried out in the scope 

of [43] and the aspects of automation in general are discussed in section  10.   

9.5.2.1 Specification of the SMART-1 Science Operation Planning Problem 

We recall that satellite resources such as available electrical power and onboard data storage 

capacities are limited and shared by all payload instruments. Each payload operation may 

consume a certain amount of these resources and require a specific satellite orientation, which 

can be considered as another exclusive resource. The planning task can be seen as the distribution 

of the available spacecraft resources among the payload instruments over the planning period, 

while avoiding conflicts. We also recall that each payload observation contributes to a set of 

detailed scientific objectives. The ultimate planning goal is to optimise and ensure the 

achievement of the scientific objectives of the mission. The most important constraints of this 

planning problem are the following: 
 

1. Each payload instrument can perform only one single observation at any given time 

2. Each observation requires a pre-specified amount of electrical power 

3. Each observation generates a predictable amount of data, which needs to be stored onboard 

and transmitted to the ground during a communication pass. The onboard data storage 

capacity is limited and the data will be overwritten after a certain period, if it is not retrieved 

by the ground 

4. The satellite can obtain only a single orientation (pointing) at any given time, i.e. it cannot 

point in two different directions at the same time 
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5. The minimum slew times between two subsequent orientations must be taken into 

consideration. These slew times depend on a number of factors such as the reaction wheel 

saturation levels, the initial and target orientations and the state of the attitude control 

thrusters 

6. Two or more instruments may perform their observations in parallel as long as they would 

require the same satellite pointing, the total power consumption and data generation would 

not exceed the maximum available power and memory capacities and their operations would 

not interfere with each other nor with any parallel platform activity 

7. Specific payload operations shall not be scheduled during particular platform activities such 

as reaction wheel off-loadings, since the pointing stability of the spacecraft can not be 

guaranteed for imaging instruments 

8. The operations of some payload instrument must in contrast be performed in parallel to 

specific platform operations, e.g. the X-band radio frequency instrument KATE should only 

operate during a communication pass with X-band transmission 

9. Thermal constraints of the satellite platform and payloads shall not be violated at any point 

due to the operations of the payload or the platform 
 

In the case of SMART-1 science operation planning, the main driving constraints have been the 

satellite orientation (pointing) and the thermal constraints. The electrical power system of the 

SMART-1 spacecraft had been designed to supply sufficient power to operate the main electrical 

engine during the cruise phase. After arriving at the Moon and insertion into the elliptical Moon 

orbit the main engine had been suspended. The power budget of the spacecraft has therefore been 

significantly over-dimensioned in the science phase for the relatively low needs of the scientific 

payload operations and represented therefore no significant constraint in the planning process. 

Given these constraints a two-step planning approach has been adopted. In the first step the 

operations of the payload instruments were selected from the available set of science opportunity 

windows, concentrating mainly on the required satellite pointing for each operation and 

respecting the minimum required slew time between two subsequent attitudes. The existing 

thermal constraints were equally taken into account at this step. The resulting plan was then 

checked at the second step within the short term planning process for more detailed constraints, 

using a set of already existing tools such as the PTB and the EPS. In particular all constraints, 

which could only be checked after the spacecraft attitude was known (pointing had been fixed) 

have been subject to this second step. Examples are geometric constraints such as avoidance of 

the Sun or specific bright stars in the field of view of an instrument.  
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In view of the large number of available science opportunity windows in each planning period 

(thousands of opportunities in one week) and considering the fact that some constraints such as 

the thermal and slew constraints involved mathematical modelling and assessment, even a semi-

manual planning would have been impractical, regardless of how sophisticated the assisting 

information and visualisations would be, which were provided by the planning tool. Although 

SOPS can visualise the effects of a manual planning decision and flag the immediate resulting 

conflicts, the resolution of these conflicts and construction of a conflict-free plan without any 

automation would have been very difficult and time consuming. 

For this reason a set of higher level planning rules have been worked out in form of standard 

spacecraft pointing profiles for various mission phases, which are described in the next section. 

These profiles have been adopted by the SOPS planner client at the start of each planning session 

to generate automatically the overall skeleton of the plan. The manual steps have then been 

carried out by the STOC planner team, in order to refine the plan and to optimise the scientific 

return. The design of these profiles has mainly been driven by the spacecraft thermal and slew 

constraints.  

9.5.2.1.1 Higher level planning Rules 

The higher level planning rules aim at providing an optimised baseline pointing profile for each 

phase of the mission. The main constraint hereby has been given by the design of the SMART-1 

spacecraft, which prevented simultaneous science operations and communication to the ground, 

using the low gain antenna. The communication antennas had been mounted on the spacecraft on 

the opposite direction (+X Panel) to the payload panel (-X Panel) as shown in Figure 25. As a 

result the spacecraft had to perform a dedicated slew to point its antenna towards the Earth, 

which would bring the payload instruments away from the Moon. 

This slew required approximately one hour. Two such slews were required for each 

communication period; one at the start of the communication to point the spacecraft antenna 

towards the Earth and one at the end to point back the payload instruments towards the Moon. 

The SMART-1 science orbit had a period of about five hours. Depending on the relative position 

of the Sun in various mission phases (the local solar elevation at equator), the orbit was generally 

divided into illuminated and dark parts as shown in Figure 26. 
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Figure 25 - SMART-1 Payload and Communication Antenna Mounting 
 

The two main payload instruments AMIE and SIR were imaging instruments in visible and 

infrared spectrums and could perform most of their observations only in the illuminated part of 

the orbit, the so called light side. The light side of the orbit is therefore also referred to as the 

science part of the orbit. Due to the mentioned constraints it has been unavoidable that some of 

the science time had to be “sacrificed” for communication activities. All science opportunity 

windows, falling in a communication period would therefore become unavailable. It has therefore 

been of significant importance to consider the results of the science opportunity analysing while 

selecting the communication passes. 
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Push broom 1 Medium Solar Elevation 1 Northern Winter

Medium Solar Elevation 2 Push broom 2 Low altitude

Push broom 1Push broom 1 Medium Solar Elevation 1Medium Solar Elevation 1 Northern WinterNorthern Winter

Medium Solar Elevation 2Medium Solar Elevation 2 Push broom 2Push broom 2 Low altitudeLow altitude  

Figure 26 - Science Orbit Divided in Illuminated and Dark Sections in various Mission Phases [46] 
 
 The SOPS client application visualises all science opportunity windows, which would become 

unavailable when selecting a communication period as shown in Figure 28. The STOC planner 

team would carry out a trade-off to select the most “dispensable” science time for communication 

passes, based on the results of the science opportunity analyser.  

9.5.2.1.1.1 Rules Concerning the Communication Passes 

The baseline pointing profile defined the following logic for communication passes, with the goal 

of minimising the lost time for science operations: A communication pass should always begin 

on the dark side of the orbit, immediately after the light to dark terminator crossing and should 

last one and half orbits, so that only one light side of a single orbit would be lost. The initial slew 

time was about 55 minutes. The communication should end 55 minutes before the dark to light 

terminator crossing of the next orbit, in order to grant enough time for slewing back the payloads 

towards the Moon. The satellite should be nadir pointing at the dark to light terminator crossing 

of the following orbit to resume scientific operations. This approach guaranteed the minimum 

scientific loss, because only the illuminated side of one single orbit would be lost. Figure 27 

illustrates this approach. The SOPS client application has implemented this logic in form of a 

Communication Opportunity Window for each orbit. When a communication opportunity window 

was selected by the STOC planner team to become an actual communication pass, the above 

pointing profile has been applied and the lost science orbit (illuminated part) and the 

corresponding science opportunity windows were highlighted in red as shown in Figure 28. 
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Figure 27 - The SMART-1 Communication Pass Logic  

 

Apart from these constraints, there have also been operational constraints from the flight control 

team regarding ground station availability and its allocation to the SMART-1 mission, which 

have also been taken into consideration and visualised in the SOPS client. The STOC team used 

the SOPS client to select communication passes with maximum transmission time and minimum 

science loss.  
 

 

Selected 

Communication Passes 
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Figure 28 - The Communication Pass Visualization and Selection in SOPS Client 

9.5.2.1.1.2 Rules Derived from the Thermal Constraints 

The spacecraft thermal constraints are usually provided in form of thermal envelopes by the 

spacecraft manufacturer. These envelopes define certain cool-down periods in a pre-defined 

spacecraft attitude after a given operation/pointing. These thermal envelopes are specified 

according to the results of worst case spacecraft thermal analysis. For the SMART-1 mission the 

provided thermal envelopes were far too conservative and would have restricted the scientific 

operations of the payload instruments to an unacceptable extent in the most interesting science 

phases, in particular during the so called push-broom phases. These thermal constraints have 

therefore been analysed by the STOC team and translated to the elementary constraints, defining 

the maximum permitted illumination durations for each spacecraft panel. The STOC team has 

then derived from these illumination constraints a set of rules, which define a baseline pointing 

profile for each orbit, respecting all given spacecraft thermal constraints. These rules and the 

corresponding baseline pointing profiles are defined in detail in the Master Science Plan of each 

mission phase [e.g.44, 45]. The SOPS client application has implemented these rules and 

automatically applies the corresponding baseline pointing profile to each orbit, for each mission 

phase, while generating the corresponding PTR files. The following section provides an example 

of such rules and the proposed baseline pointing profile to address the thermal constraints. 

Lost Science Orbits due to 

Communication Passes
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Baseline Pointing Profile for the push-broom 1 phase: (Reflected and partially quoted from 

the Science Master Plan for the push-broom phase one of the extended science mission [44]) 

 
 Sun is between 30 and 60 from the orbit plane and the spacecraft is in low thermal mode. Y 

panels, -X panel & +Z panel have to be all kept in shade. 

 

1. Only one hemisphere of push-broom per orbit  

2. Star tracker cool down period in inertial attitude after each orbit containing push-broom 

observations. The inertial attitude is selected instead of the initially proposed Nadir cool-

down attitude to minimise +Z illumination. 

3. Perform a 180 flip as the spacecraft crosses the Sun plane. The scheduled flip divides the 

science part of the orbit (the illuminated portion) in two parts and will last between 40 

minutes and one hour, respecting the maximum allowed spacecraft body rates.  

4. Schedule a wheel off-loading every orbit 

5. Wheel off-loading slots are planned to run in 

parallel with the inertial cool-down blocks on 

every science orbit as well as during the 

communications passes 

 
A typical southern hemisphere push-broom orbit is shown 

in Figure 30. The SOPS Client application implements 

this baseline by 
 

1. Generating the correct PTR with the inertial 

cool-down attitude instead of the NADIR during 

this phase 

2. Scheduling a WOL block for each orbit (in the 

output PTR and the Event files) 

3. Visualising the 180° flip manoeuvre period for 

each orbit, in order to prevent selection of the 

science opportunity windows during the flip 

manoeuvre 

4. Filtering the push-broom science opportunity 

windows per south/north hemisphere 

 
Figure 29 – Push-broom 1 orbit overview [44] 
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Figure 30 - Baseline southern hemisphere push-

broom orbit [44] 
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Figure 31 - Visualising Relevant Planning information for Thermal Constraints 

 

9.5.2.1.1.3 Rules Concerning Routine Science Operations 

This category of higher level rules governs the generic background pointing profile of every orbit 

and the overall organisation of all identified science opportunity windows in orbits and planning 

cycles.  

A SMART-1 planning cycle has been defined to cover one week of operations, starting at the 

first light to dark terminator crossing on a Saturday. Each planning cycle starts with a so called 

command deletion time, CDT, of 30 minutes, during which no payload operations are planned. 

This convention ensures a smooth transition from one planning cycle to the other without 

violating any boundary conditions. It simplifies the planning problem by resolving the issue of 

carrying over science operations from one planning cycle to another. All planning cycles start in 

the dark part of their first orbit, where no science operations are planned. The SOPS client 

science opportunity analyser and planner components have implemented these rules. The 

planning cycles and orbits are identified while processing the results of the environmental 

simulator and all identified science opportunity windows are assigned to them accordingly.  

A standard background pointing profile has been defined for every SMART-1 orbit. This 

background pointing profile has been determined by the geometrical conditions in various 

mission phases. Examples here are simple Nadir pointing for mapping purposes or off-Nadir 

Light to Dark Terminator

Dark to Light Terminator

Crossing the Sun Plane

Light to Dark Terminator 

180° Flip Manoeuvre Period 

Science Opportunity Windows, 

Which can not be selected due 

to  the Flip Manoeuvre 
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pointing for low altitude orbits, in order to prevent the smearing effects.  All science 

opportunities which require a pointing other than the standard background pointing of their orbit 

are referred to as excursions. The following general pointing profile has been adopted to cover 

the major routine satellite operations in every orbit, regardless of the available science 

opportunity windows in that orbit. 
 

1. At the dark to light terminator crossing, start the background pointing 

2. At the light to dark terminator crossing, stop the background pointing 

3. 30 minutes after the light to dark terminator crossing, start the inertial pointing for 

platform operations such as wheel-off-loading (WOL) and thermal cool down 

4. 60 minutes before the next dark to light terminator crossing stop the inertial pointing 
 

This general pointing profile is shown in Figure 32. It has been designed with respect to the 

satellite platform routine operations such as Wheel-Off-Loading (WOL) and the thermal 

constraints of the satellite (half an orbit Cool-Down period).  

 
 

Figure 32- Simplified Baseline Pointing Profile for Nominal SMART-1 Orbit 
 

The SOPS client application visualises the identified science opportunity windows in two 

categories: 
 

- The background science opportunities, which require the same pointing as the orbit 

background pointing (in nominal case, Nadir) 
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- The excursion science opportunities are excursions from the orbit background pointing. 

Typical excursions from the nominal Nadir case are Along-Track and Across-Track 

paintings, as well as Tracking, Limb and Inertial pointings7 
 

By adopting the above general pointing profile, the planning task can be seen as selecting and 

scheduling the excursion science opportunities. 

One of the main objectives of the SMART-1 mission has been the mapping of the Moon surface 

with the imaging cameras AMIE and SIR. For this purpose, a generic mapping science 

opportunity window is added by the SOPS science opportunity analyser to each science orbit. It 

can be considered as a background observation which does not involve a specific landmark target 

and fills the gaps between the selected excursions. The mapping observation begins as soon as 

the satellite enters the illuminated side of the Moon and ends by crossing the light-to-dark 

terminator. It lasts as long as the satellite is pointed towards the Moon, regardless of the actual 

pointing mode.  

The SOPS client has implemented the above logic and applies the specified background pointing 

profile to each orbit. It generates the corresponding pointing type request, PTR, files for each 

planning session, after the manual selection of the excursions. Listing 6 shows a reduced and 

simplified extract of a PTR file for a planning cycle, which contains all major components of the 

above described baseline pointing profile. A more complete example is given in Appendix 3 – 

Example of a Pointing Type Request File. 

 
--------- Command Delietion Time 
--------- Comments 
--------- Background Pointing 
--------- Two Consecutive Excursions 
--------- One Single Excursion 
--------- Communication Pass 
 
#CDT BLOCK 
196_03:16:35 STOC INERT_START  POINTING_AXIS = X OBJECT = EARTH SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE 
196_03:46:35 STOC INERT_END 
#Light side start 
196_05:49:15 STOC NADIR_START  OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE 
# EXCURSION START 
196_05:55:15 STOC TRACK_START  OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = SIR OBJECT = 271_SIR_P11 REF_BODY = MOON SLEW_POLICY 
= SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE  
196_05:58:35 STOC TRACK_END 
# Excursion END 
# EXCURSION START 
196_05:59:30 STOC TRACK_START  OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = AMIE_FOV_UNFILTERED OBJECT = 098_ICE2 REF_BODY = 
MOON SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE  
196_06:16:45 STOC TRACK_END 

                                                 
7  Inertial pointing is adopted by observations of stars, e.g. for calibration purposes. Tracking is a special pointing in 

which the spacecraft keeps the target in the centre of the field of view, FOV, of a payload instrument. The along and 

across track pointings bring the subject target within the FOV of the payload instrument, through slewing the 

spacecraft by the across/along track angle from the nadir sub-spacecraft point. 
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# Excursion END 
#back to nadir 
196_06:21:45 STOC NADIR_START  OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = BEFORE_NEXT YDIR = POSITIVE  
# EXCURSION START 
196_06:42:45 STOC NADIR_START (OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = AMIE_FOV_UNFILTERED SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH 
ROLL_MODE = POWER_OPTIMISED YDIR = POSITIVE CROSS_TRACK_LM = 436_BER1  
196_06:43:45 STOC NADIR_END 
# Excursion END 
#back to nadir 
196_06:48:45 STOC NADIR_START  OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE 
#Light side end 
196_07:21:35 STOC NADIR_END 
#WOL + Inertial CoolDown start 
196_07:51:35 STOC INERT_START   OBJECT = WOL SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE  
196_09:54:15 STOC INERT_END  
#End of WOL 
#Light side start 
196_10:54:15 STOC NADIR_START  OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE 
196_12:26:35 STOC NADIR_END 
#Light side end 

… 
 
#Light side end 
201_04:21:10 STOC NADIR_END  
#Communication pass start 
201_05:16:45 STOC INERT_START  POINTING_AXIS = X OBJECT = EARTH YDIR = POSITIVE 
201_11:55:25 STOC INERT_END 
#Communication pass end 
#Light side start 

… 
 
#Light side end 
203_02:02:05 STOC NADIR_END  
#CDT BLOCK 
203_03:02:05 STOC INERT_START  POINTING_AXIS = X OBJECT = EARTH SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE 
203_03:32:05 STOC INERT_END 
 

Listing 6 – Example of a Simplified SMART-1 Baseline Pointing Type Request 

9.5.2.1.1.4 Rules Concerning the Slew policies 

The last set of the higher level planning rules concerns the adopted spacecraft slew policy. A 

slew manoeuvre is required whenever moving from a given spacecraft orientation to another one. 

The slew time depends on a number of factors such as the initial and the final pointing types, the 

current saturation state of the reaction wheels and the maximum allowed wheel speeds. The slew 

time can be calculated using a software packet, provided by the flight dynamics team. 

The logic applied here is the following: starting from the background pointing (Nadir in the 

nominal case) the spacecraft shall slew to the next required excursion pointing, perform the 

observation and to slew back to the background pointing 300 seconds after the excursion 

observation is accomplished. This slew policy is repeated for all excursions. The only exception 

is when there are two consecutive excursions and there is not enough time to slew back to the 

background and then immediately to the next excursion. In this case the spacecraft shall slew to 

the first required excursion pointing, perform the first observation and slew 300 seconds later 

directly to the next excursion pointing. If the two consecutive excursions are of the same pointing 
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type, the spacecraft shall simply maintain its attitude after the first excursion and perform the 

second excursion. The spacecraft shall slew back to the background pointing only after the 

second excursion observation is fully accomplished. This slew policy is shown in Figure 33. The 

science operation planner applies these rules while generating the PTR. 
 

 

Figure 33 - Slew policies for excursions from Nadir pointing 
 

9.5.2.2 Implementation of the Science Operations Planner 

The architectural design of the science operations planning component of the SOPS client 

application is shown in Figure 35. The ScienceOperationsPlanner class is the core element of 

this architecture. It implements the Singleton design pattern, through which all other classes of 

the application can retrieve a unique reference to the running science operations planner instance. 

It also implements the SimulationObserver interface, which is informed by the 

SimulatedEnvironment about the state of the processing of the simulation results. The classes 

PlanningCycleManager and CommunicationPassManager encapsulate the logic of identification 

and handling planning cycles, command deletion times, orbits and communication opportunity 

windows according to the rules elaborated in the previous sections. The SMART-1 specific logic 

is implemented in the child classes with the corresponding names. The 
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ScienceOperationsPlanner also makes use of a number of helper classes for generating the 

required planning output files, such as the event and PTR files. 

At the user interface level, the science opportunity windows are visualised as boxes in a Gantt 

graph view. The user can select a science opportunity by clicking on the related box. If the 

selection would cause conflicts with other already selected science opportunity windows, e.g. due 

to conflicting pointing profiles, the client de-selects the conflicting windows and informs the user 

by rendering the conflicting boxes in red as shown in Figure 34. 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 34 - Conflict Detection, Handling and Visualisation in Science Operations Planner 
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Figure 35 - Architectural Design of the Science Operation Planner Component 
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9.5.2.3 Incremental Planning and Re-Planning 

The concepts of the incremental planning and re-planning are two important aspects in the 

practical day-to-day science operations planning activities. We recall the concepts of the long, 

medium and short term planning, described in section  8 and how the planning process is refined 

gradually when more planning information becomes available. These concepts have been 

implemented in the SOPS client application in the following intuitive way.  

The results of a planning session can be saved at any stage of the planning process in a file 

locally at the client machine in a specific binary format. This file contains the complete snapshot 

of the planning information, including the definition of all observation requests, targets, target 

groups, constraints and the science objectives. The planning file also contains the results of the 

science opportunity analysing and operations planning activities, i.e. all identified and selected 

science opportunity and communication opportunity windows.  

The saved planning session can be reloaded into the SOPS planning client application, in order to 

continue the planning activities. After the science operation plan has been finalised, it can be 

stored in the knowledgebase, using the synchronisation feature of the SOPS client application. 

During this synchronisation, the information about the planning cycles, orbits, all identified 

science opportunity and communication pass windows as well as the state of their selection is 

saved in the knowledgebase.  

At the start of a new planning session, the client can retrieve the results of previous planning 

activities from the knowledgebase, in order to re-plan specific periods, as shown in Figure 36. 

 

 

 
Figure 36 – Retrieving Planning Information from the Knowledgebase 
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The concept of the incremental planning is however more important. The SOPS client application 

provides a specific feature for saving the results of the planning activities locally in a file with 

ASCII format. This so called Plan file (with the dedicated .plan extension), contains only the 

unique identifiers of all science opportunity and communication opportunity windows and the 

state of their selection, but no information about their actual start and end times and their 

semantics. It can be thought of as a plain table of selections for a certain planning session. This 

feature allows, in particular, to save the results of the long and medium term planning activities 

in a time independent manner, following the event-driven-planning paradigm. When more 

detailed planning information, such as more accurate flight dynamic products becomes available 

during the short term planning period, the planners would run a new science opportunity 

analysing session, using the latest set of the ancillary products in the environmental simulator. As 

a result the start and end times of all science opportunity windows would be updated. The plan 

file can then be loaded to re-apply the previous selection from the long or medium term planning 

to the updated set of science opportunities, in order to reconstruct the previous plan with the 

updated and more accurate timing. It is however possible that some science opportunity windows 

from the previous (long-term) plan disappear or new opportunities are identified as a result of the 

changes in the updated input data. The SOPS client has implemented a robust loading logic for 

re-application of the saved selection table to the results of a new science opportunity analysing 

session, which can handle the omitted science opportunity windows. The newly identified 

science opportunity windows must however be considered and dealt with manually by the 

planner. 

9.5.3 Science Assessment and Tracking Component 

It was mentioned in the introduction of the present work that one of the most important aspects of 

the centralised science operation planning concept and a major motivation for this new planning 

approach has been the aspect of tracking the science objectives of a mission. The question of to 

what extent a certain science objective has been achieved at any stage of the mission is essential 

for any science driven planning. It may therefore be quite surprising that answering this basic but 

essential question has been one of the major challenges for all ESA planetary missions, prior to 

SMART-1. This is to some extent related to the adopted distributed planning approach for those 

missions, in which the SOC performs mainly the role of coordination entity, merging the partial 

plans, which have been worked out remotely by the payload teams. The SOC must in this 

approach rely on the assessment of the payload teams and is not always provided with the 

scientific rationale behind the selection of individual payload operations. 
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Tracking the state of scientific objectives of individual payloads is mainly the responsibility of 

the distributed payload teams. It becomes therefore quite difficult for the SOC to evaluate during 

the mission, the achievement of detailed scientific objectives. Even the simple book-keeping 

information such as how many times a landmark has already been observed by a payload 

instrument or how many observations of the same category have already been carried out on 

which landmarks, would require a centralised repository and query mechanism, which is missing 

in the current distributed planning concept of the other planetary missions such as Rosetta, Mars 

Express and Venus Express. Moreover, some scientific objectives of the mission can only be 

achieved through a number of observations of more than one instrument rather than by a single 

observation. The level of the compliance of these objectives and the related assignment of 

priorities to the operations of involved payload instruments can therefore only be assessed by an 

overall coordinating central entity and not by the individual payload teams. 

The introduced centralised planning approach has provided the SMART-1 SOC, in contrast to the 

previous ESA planetary missions, with all the required information to maintain the overview of 

the scientific activities of the mission for performing detailed scientific analysis and assessments. 

These assessments have been used in the subsequent planning cycles for prioritising science 

opportunity windows, based on scientific criteria.   

As it has been mentioned in the previous section, the final results of each SMART-1 planning 

cycle are fed back to the knowledgebase during the so called synchronisation phase. Thus the 

knowledgebase constitutes a single repository with the complete set of operation planning 

information about the past and the future. In particular, after the long term planning activity, all 

identified science opportunity windows are saved in the knowledgebase, which may become 

available at any time during the mission. By saving the results of all short term planning sessions 

throughout the mission, the knowledgebase contains also the information about all planned and 

already performed payload operations. This information provides the basis to carry out any kind 

of scientific assessments. Since the backbone of the SMART-1 knowledgebase is a standard 

relational database, it is easily possible to perform various scientific analyses, using the standard 

database query language, SQL, without being dependent on the implemented functionalities of 

the SOPS client. In fact this approach has been taken to generate the detailed scientific report of 

the mission during the SMART-1 wrap-up phase. 

The SOPS Client application has been extended during the mission with a dedicated Science 

Assessment Component to perform a set of standard (pre-defined) queries and scientific 

assessments for various mission phases. The following figures are taken from the SMART-1 
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Master Science Plan [46], which visualise the retrieved information from the SOPS Science 

Assessment component. 
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Figure 37 -Visualisation of the SOPS Science Assessment component results [46] 
 

The SOPS Science Assessment component does not however provide a graphical user interface 

and has been implemented with the minimum required functionalities. It can be executed as a 

command line tool and generates the results of the predefined set of scientific assessments in so 

called report files in ASCII format. The visualisations shown in Figure 37 are graphical 

presentations of these report files, using the MS-Excel tool.  

Although the science tracking functionality is one of the main cornerstones of the centralised 

science operation planning, the implementation of this component was given lower priority in the 

SMART-1 mission due to the time constraints related to “on the fly” development of the 

planning system in parallel to the mission. Also, the possibility of performing any kind of 

scientific assessment, using SQL queries directly against the knowledgebase in a standard 

database management application provided a powerful means to the STOC team for this purpose 
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and avoided the need for implementing more enhanced science assessment user interfaces and 

visualisations in the SOPS client application. These functionalities are the first candidates to be 

implemented in the extensions of the SOPS, if adopted for future missions. 

9.6 SOPS Interfaces to other systems 

The SMART-1 Science Operations Planning System, SOPS, has been developed, in order to 

provide the means for adopting the centralised science operation planning concept in this 

mission. The particular needs and requirements, which could not be fulfilled with the existing 

tools, used in the previous planetary missions have been described in chapter  9. These 

requirements have been mainly related to the aspects of science driven planning and science 

tracking. Some additional requirements have originated from the practical need to cope with the 

frequent and not preventable changes in the SMART-1 planning input data, such as orbit 

corrections or extremely late availability of ground station allocations. 

In this spirit, SOPS has not been developed to replace the chain of existing planning tools but to 

complete it by filling the identified gaps. Considering the extremely tight timeframe of SOPS 

development, one of the main design drivers has been to exploit the capabilities of all existing 

tools and avoid duplication of functionalities.  

The main interactions between the SOPS and the existing tools are summarised in table Table 2. 
 

Existing Tool Purpose Input/output Format 

Project Test Bed, PTB Environmental Simulator Input ASCII, Event File 

Project Test Bed, PTB Environmental Simulator Output ASCII, Target List 

Mapping and Planning Payload 

Science software, MAPPS 

Environmental Simulator 

and Visualisation Tool 

Input ASCII, Event File 

Mapping and Planning Payload 

Science software, MAPPS 

Environmental Simulator 

and Visualisation Tool 

Output ASCII, Target List 

Experiment Planning System, EPS Short-Term-Planning Output ASCII, Event File 

Flight Dynamic System Spacecraft Attitude Output ASCII, PTR File 
 

Table 2 - SOPS interfaces to other existing planning tools 
 

The interface to the environmental simulator PTB is the main source of input to the SOPS 

science opportunity analyser and has been described extensively in the previous sections. It is 

however worth mentioning at this stage that the selection of the already existing standard event 

file format as the nominal input interface to the system proved to be an extremely flexible 
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mechanism. The subject event file format was already the standard interface to a number of other 

entities, such as the flight dynamics (orbital data) and the ground station scheduling office. The 

existing functionality of the EPS tool has been used for merging various input information (event 

files) from different sources.  

The interface to the PTB is not limited to the input event file. The SOPS knowledgebase contains 

the complete set of targets and constraint types. This information is exported in ASCII format as 

target and event definition files, which are then used as input files by the PTB environmental 

simulator. 

MAPPS is a simulation and planning tool similar to the PTB, which provides 2D visualisation of 

the satellite orbit and the planet surface as shown in Figure 29 Figure 41 and Figure 42  The 

functionalities of MAPPS have been extended for the Venus Express mission to visualise the 

satellite resource usage profiles (power and data) as well as the payload instrument modes during 

a planning period. MAPPS plays an essential role in the current distributed planning of the Mars 

Express and Venus Express missions. Its application for the SMART-1 mission has however 

been limited to generation of landmark imaging events for the AMIE and SIR cameras. MAPPS 

has in this context been used as a second source of environmental simulation data for the SOPS 

science opportunity analyser. The MAPPS imaging events provided the required fine-tuned 

timing information for mapping of a certain landmark during a selected observation by 

establishing a certain overlapping of the images. The AMIE camera for instance has six facets on 

its CCD, each corresponding to a certain filter. A landmark had to be imaged with three 

subsequent filters in push-broom mode in order to obtain a colour image, as shown in Figure 40. 

The exact timing information for taking an image in each of these three filters was taken from the 

MAPPS imaging events.  

The main output products of the SOPS client application are the consolidated science operation 

plan and the corresponding spacecraft attitude profile during the subject planning period. The 

spacecraft attitude profile is generated in the form of pointing type requests (PTR), according to 

the specified interface with the flight dynamics. The consolidated science operation plan is 

generated in form of events, providing the start and end time of each selected science opportunity 

window. The final product of the short term planning activity is a set of so called Payload 

Operation Requests, POR for short, which is the established interface between the MOC and the 

SOC for all ESA planetary missions. The existing EPS tool has been used for generating the 

required POR files, using the SOPS output event file and the so called generic Input Time Line, 

ILT, files.  
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A generic ITL is a detailed, event driven time line of the operations of a payload instrument for a 

specific observation request. An example is provided in Appendix 2 – Example of an Event 

Driven ITL. Generic input timelines correspond in this context to the concept of the operation 

profile, which has been described in section  9.2. The content of each generic ITL is saved in a 

file, outside the SOPS knowledgebase repository. Since the POR generation functionality has 

been delegated to the EPS tool, the implementation of the operation profile concept in the SOPS 

knowledgebase has been reduced to providing the name of the related generic ITL file when 

submitting an observation request. There is a lot of potential for future improvements in this area, 

which shall be explained in section  11.2. All SOPS interfaces to other existing planning tools and 

the MOC Systems are illustrated in the following figure: 
 

 
 

Figure 38 – SOPS Interfaces to Existing Planning Tools and MOC Systems 
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9.7 Documentation of the System 

The development lifecycle of SMART-1 SOPS has been described in section  9. The following 

documents have been produced in the scope of the adopted software development process for the 

SMART-1 SOPS: 

1. Customer Requirement Document, CRD, and Software Requirement Specification , SRS  

2. Software Design Document (Architectural Design), SDD 

3. Software Development Plan, SDP 

4. SOSP Planning Concept Technical Note 

5. SOPS Software Release Document, SRD 

6. Software Installation and Configuration Guide 

7. SOPS User Manual (Basic User Manual Document), UM 

8. Detailed Design Documents and Developer Guide in form of HTML documentation 
 

These documents have been “living” documents, meaning that their content has been 

continuously updated in an iterative way.  
 

 

Figure 39 – JavaDoc based HTML documentation of SOPS 
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The selected approach proved to be a reasonable trade-off between the formality and the required 

flexibility for the SMART-1 mission. The essential aspects of the system have been adequately 

documented, while reducing the software development management overhead as far as possible 

within the ESA rules and standards. The software source code has been extensively documented 

using the JavaDoc [47] Technology. For this purpose all packages, classes, interfaces and 

methods have been enhanced with JavaDoc comments and annotations. Using the JavaDoc tool, 

HTML based documentation has been generated, which provides detailed documentation of all 

involved classes in a comprehensive way as illustrated in Figure 39. 

9.8 Validation of the System 

SOPS has been implemented following an incremental delivery approach. In this approach each 

delivery has introduced a set of new functionalities. These functionalities have then been 

validated at unit and system level by the developer before releasing the new delivery to the users, 

the SMART-1 STOC team. The users have validated the new functionalities independently in so 

called shadow operations in the following planning cycles. The validation results and the user 

experiences have been fed back to the next delivery cycle in form of new requirements or 

changes in existing requirements. This iterative development model is extremely flexible. It 

allowed on one side to develop a software system with the represented degree of complexity of 

SOPS entirely by one developer, the author, within the given tide time frame and in parallel to 

the routine operations of the SMART-1 mission. On the other side, it facilitated the rapid and 

gradual provision of new features to the users shortly after their implementation. 

The described iterative software development model requires however an equally flexible testing 

and validation approach. Considering the limited resources, it would have not been realistic to 

adopt the traditional testing and validation process, which involves specification and provision of 

test plans, test procedures and test reports, which are then evaluated and approved through formal 

reviews. 

It is important to remind that SOPS has been used as the prime SMART-1 science operational 

planning system in parallel to its development. This required maintaining two independent chains 

of deployment under strict configuration control. The first chain of deployment has been 

dedicated to the operational versions of the SOPS, after they had been fully tested and validated. 

The second chain has been the testing and validation chain for new features of the incremental 

deliveries. The STOC users always had at their disposal an operational version of SOPS for 

performing the ongoing planning tasks in the first chain. They could however perform in parallel 
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the testing and validation of the latest SOPS features in the second chain, without impacting the 

operational tasks (shadow operations). 

The independent user validation by the STOC team in so called shadow operation has been an 

intensive time consuming and semi-manual activity. The science opportunity analysing features 

have for instance been validated in two steps. In the first step a feature of the EPS has been used 

to logically combine the output events of the PTB simulator, and generate so called “derived 

events”. The EPS applies simply Boolean AND / OR operations to combine events. These events 

were then used to manually verify the reported start and end times for each science opportunity 

window in the SOPS client. In the second step the MAPPS tool has been used to visualise the 

selected science opportunity windows. The results have then been compared against the 

definition of the observation requests in the knowledgebase, in order to verify the correct 

identification of the windows, i.e. to verify that all specified constraints are valid. The ultimate 

verification has been achieved after the planned operations were executed through comparing the 

retrieved images with the planned ones. This second step of the validation is illustrated in Figure 

40. 

All output products of the SOPS, e.g. PTR, target definition and event files have been validated, 

from the syntax and consistency point of view, using the interface validation tools. 
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Figure 40 - End-to-end validation of the SOPS science operation planning functionality 
 

 

Figure 41 –Visualisation of the planned science opportunities in push-broom 1 phase 

 

Figure 42 - Visualisation of planned science opportunities in Medium Solar Elevation phase 

Complete set of images 

for the push broom 

observation of the 

subject crater 
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10 Automation vs. Autonomy 

The implementation of the centralised science operation planning concept does not require per se 

any automation and could be performed in a fully manual manner. This would however require 

increased manpower and time resources. 

The Planning tools can facilitate the task of science operation planning by automating the 

repetitive manual steps and allowing the human planners to concentrate more on the scientific 

aspects rather than on the tedious low-level engineering tasks. In the case of SOPS, the focus has 

been on the automation of the science opportunity analysing, the conflict detection and 

visualisation tasks as well as on the generation of the required output planning products  

In this context it is important to point out the differences between the two concepts of 

Automation and Autonomy, which are very often confused in the operations planning 

community and even in the relevant literature. 

Automation aims at streamlining the end-to-end planning process by eliminating the unnecessary 

human interactions. The main characteristic of automation is the fact that it does not involve any 

kind of software-based “decision making” algorithm and hence does not fall within the domain of 

AI planning and scheduling. It aims instead at assisting the human planner in making a decision, 

by eliminating on one side all “non-intelligent” routine activities and on the other side by pre-

processing and visualising all relevant information, which shall put the human planner in a better 

position to analyse the situation and perform a trade-off for taking the ultimate decision. The 

human planner remains in the automation domain, the only essential decision making authority in 

the system. 

Autonomy aims in contrast at ultimately replacing the human planner through adoption of AI 

based decision making algorithms for autonomous generation of a conflict-free and consolidated 

science operation plan. These algorithms fall mainly in the domain of AI planning and 

scheduling. In this context, planning the operations of the scientific instruments of a space 

mission is not very different from generating plans for manufacturing of industrial goods, 

preparation of conflict-free flight schedules or allocation of railway capacities to trains, which are 

all typical examples of AI planning and scheduling problems. 

The AI planning research deals mainly with problems, which involve complex levels of choices 

among interdependent activities. The scheduling research concentrates in contrast on problems, 

where not the activity choices but the ordering of the selected activities is the driving factor. 
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The core characteristic of all these problems is however the allocation of shared and limited 

resources to competitive activities over a given period of time, taking various dependencies and 

constraints between the activities into consideration. 

A significant number of studies and research projects have concentrated on solving this category 

of problem in the last twenty years either for a particular application area or in a more generic 

manner. The result is a broad spectrum of methods, techniques and algorithms for solving the 

planning and scheduling problems. 

In contrast to the vast number of such studies, there are only a few application areas, where 

software-based, autonomous planning and scheduling systems have been successfully 

implemented and are used in real-world industrial environments. Most of such systems are 

problem-tailored and designed explicitly to meet the requirements of a very specific application 

area. These systems make heavy use of domain-specific knowledge to enhance their algorithms 

and to increase their performance. The price is however that they are not reusable for other 

problem areas. 

The application of AI planning and scheduling techniques in the space domain, for both ground-

based and onboard autonomous planning has been investigated in a number of ESA and NASA 

studies and demonstration projects. A detailed discussion of these techniques is not in scope of 

the present dissertation. [43] is a dedicated study on this subject, carried out by the author in co-

operation with the Fraunhofer Institute FIRST. It evaluates the suitablility of various planning 

and scheduling methods for the subject science operation planning problem. In the scope of this 

study dedicated AI scheduling algorithms have been developed and validated for the SMART-1 

planning problem.  

The AI based scheduling functionality has however not been incorporated in the operational 

version of the SMART-1 SOPS due to its prototype nature and performance limitations. The 

detailed discussions on the potential capabilities, limitations and further extension possibilities of 

the developed AI scheduling and planning techniques are provided in the mentioned work. The 

conclusive outcome of the study can be summarised as following: 
 

- The AI based planning and scheduling algorithms can be integrated smoothly in the 

introduced concept without changing the overall process. In fact the adaptation of these 

techniques can be completely transparent to the end user. The autonomous generated plan 

can be used in this approach as the starting point for manual planning/ fine tuning.  
  

- The human planner can intervene and “guide” the planning algorithm by changing a 

number of heuristic parameters. 
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- The major challenge in this approach is the definition and controlling of the heuristic 

parameters, which lead to prioritisation of the science objectives and guidance of the 

decision making algorithm. 
 

- The prototype output of the study can only deal with about 300 alternative and competing 

opportunities in a planning cycle (a highly over-constraint system) 
 

- Tailoring of the AI scheduling and planning algorithms, using domain specific knowledge 

can improve the performance significantly   
 

[48] is another study, which has been carried out by the NASA and provides a comprehensive 

overview of the methods applied in this field and practical experience gained in the last twenty 

years. 

11 SOPS Revisited 

In this section we will recapitulate on the main aspects of the SMART-1 Science Operation 

Planning System, SOPS. We will discuss the challenges in its implementation, the shortcomings 

of the current system as well as its strengths and the main benefits of its application in the science 

operation planning of the SMART-1 mission. An outlook of how the current system could be 

adopted for other ESA planetary missions is also provided. 

11.1 Challenges and Lessons Learnt 

The main challenge in the development of the SOPS and the application of the centralised 

science operation planning concept in the SMART-1 mission has been the extremely tight 

development schedule. The reasons for the late start of the development have been explained in 

the previous sections. It is however important to emphasise again that the de-facto parallel 

development of the SOPS planning system to its operational usage has dictated the selection of 

the software development lifecycle and its validation methodology. 

The development, testing and validation of the complete SOPS software in the given timeframe 

could only be achieved because of the close cooperation between the system developer and the 

users. During its “in-house” development the author was embedded in the SMART-1 STOC team 

throughout the whole scientific phase of the mission. The practice of industrial software systems 

development for ESA missions has shown that the required effort in terms of manpower and time 

for a system with similar complexity to the SMART-1 SOPS is in another order of magnitude. 
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These systems are generally developed by the European industry and not “in-house” by ESA 

staff.  

The draw back of the adopted rapid development approach for the SMART-1 SOPS is however 

the lack of exhaustive documentation and of formal reviews during development as well as the 

extremely high work load on both the developer and the users. 

The lessons learnt from the SMART-1 science operation planning system development project 

can be stated as follows: 
 

- The science operations planning concept of a mission shall be fully specified, before 

starting with the development of the supporting planning software tools. This 

specification shall define the end-to-end planning process, establish all planning 

information exchange interfaces and assign explicit roles to all involved parties in the 

planning process 

- A hierarchical network of scientific objectives of the mission shall be established well in 

advance of the routine operation phase; 

- Each scientific payload team shall assess how their payload could contribute through its 

operations to any of the specified scientific objectives of the mission. The results of this 

assessment shall then be provided to the science operation centre in form of detailed but 

generic observation requests. This analysis and the definition of the observation requests 

should be performed at least six months before the start of the routine science operations, 

in order to allow the development and establishment of a prioritisation scheme; 

- All software tools for implementing the specified science operation planning concept 

shall be developed and extensively validated through simulation campaigns before the 

start of the routine mission phase; 

- All people involved in the end-to-end science operation planning, including the payload 

teams, the SOC members, the MOC and the flight dynamics teams shall be trained in 

simulation campaigns by performing complete cycles of long, short and medium term 

“shadow” science planning cycles before the launch; 

- The software tools used in the process shall be developed based on a formally specified 

planning concept and not vice versa. In other words the science operation planning 

concept shall not be driven by the software tools. Since the tools and the planning concept 

are tightly related, the planning team tends very often to specify software requirements on 

new planning tools rather than first defining a solid the planning concept. This approach 

has however limitations and would end in implementing endless patches and a multitude 
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of tools and scripts (fire fighting) rather than a coherent software development based on a 

clear architectural design; 

- Close cooperation between the developers and the users of the system through ideally 

embedding the software developers in the planning team has proven to be very effective 

and would streamline the development process; 

- The SMART-1 SOPS has shifted the planning interfaces between the PIs and the STOC 

team to higher level scientific data exchange rather than low-level operational 

engineering interfaces. This allows the payload teams to concentrate on more scientific 

aspects of the planning and on the science data processing and evaluating the results of 

the performed operations; 

- The prioritisation scheme for selection of science opportunity windows during a planning 

period, based on the related scientific objectives, is a challenge. The experience has 

however shown that if long term planning is performed systematically, the number of 

conflicts can be reduced significantly, since many opportunity windows occur multiple 

times through out the mission; 

- The elimination of multiple iteration cycles and “automation” of the repetetive manual 

steps of the planning process can significantly reduce the required time for planning;  

- The introduction of AI based “autonomy” is another level of advanced planning, which is 

not to be mistaken with the “automation”, as implemented by the SMART-1 SOPS. The 

adaptation of AI scheduling and planning techniques, would require more in depth study 

and prototyping before it can be implemented for operational use. 

11.2 Outstanding Work 

The following features have not been implemented in the current version of the SMART-1 

SOPS. For the SMART-1 mission the related functionalities have either been provided by 

leveraging the functionalities of other existing planning tools or they were considered as lower 

priority and therefore not implemented in view of the more urgent operational requirements.  

 
- Implementation of Operational Profiles: The concept of an operational profile has been 

described in section  9.2. In the current version of the SOPS knowledgebase, the operational 

profile for an observation request is captured through a referrence to the name of an external 

generic timeline, ITL file. The EPS software is then used to generate the corresponding Payload 

Operation Request, POR files during the short-term planning cycle, by resolving the specified 

operation profile name and using the corresponding ITL file and the SOPS output events. 
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The generic operation profile entity in the SOPS knowledgebase should instead be extended to 

encapsulate the detailed event-driven timeline of the operations, which shall be performed during 

a requested observation. The difficulty in defining such generic event-driven timelines lies in the 

dependency of the involved operations on the actual momentary state of the payload and the 

exact values of various related operational/environmental parameters. This dependency can be 

best explained by the example of a generic operation profile for an observation request for 

obtaining an image of any of the targets in a target group. The observation request specifies the 

environmental and operational conditions, under which the observation shall be performed. The 

momentary state of the payload is not known while defining the corresponding operation profile. 

This state often depends on the previous planned and performed activities. For instance if the 

observation is planned for the first time in an orbit, the payload may need to be switch on or it 

may require an internal calibration. For all following observations of the same orbit this may 

however not be case. Also the actual values of operational parameters, such as the integration 

time and compression factor, which are specified in the corresponding commanding parameters, 

must be adapted to the exact values of the related environmental parameters, such as local solar 

elevation and distance to the target. The observation request defines however only valid ranges 

for these parameters. In other words the information required for science operation analysing and 

the actual performance of the operations are not always the same. 
 

- Implementation of Planning Directives: The main objective of the introduced centralised 

planning concept has been the provision of the means for establishing a true “science driven 

planning”. This objective can only be achieved if two prerequisites are given: 
 

 The planner has all required planning information at his disposal; 

 The planner can make the right planning choices. 
 

We recall that in decentralised science operation planning the operations of each payload 

instrument are planned in isolation, taking only into account a subset of overall planning 

information, which are of concern to that particular instrument. In the represented reference 

implementation of the centralised science operation planning concept the planner has in contrast 

access to the complete set of planning information of all payload instruments in one central 

repository, the SOPS knowledgebase. He is moreover, provided with the results of a 

comprehensive science opportunity analysis in form of all available science opportunity 

windows. The planner is in this way at least aware of all possible choices for all payloads during 

the subject planning period, hence the first prerequisite is fulfilled. The challenge is however in 
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making the right planning decisions and. defining a scientific prioritisation scheme for 

observation requests.  

As the name “science driven planning” implies, the planning decisions shall be based on 

scientific assessments and trade-offs. In the current implementation of the SMART-1 SOPS the 

only relevant information provided to the planner in the SOPS planning client application is the 

link between the science opportunity window and the detailed scientific objectives. It is therefore 

quite difficult for the planner to develop manually a profound prioritisation scheme, in order to 

privilege some science opportunity windows over others. Answering the following questions is 

essential for making valid scientific decisions when selecting among large number of available 

science opportunity windows: 
  

- How many times the same observation request has already been carried out on the same target? 

- How many times the same observation request has already been carried out on a different target 

from the same target group? 

- When does the same science opportunity window become available during the mission? 

- How many times will the same science opportunity window become available in the future? 

- To which science objectives would this science opportunity contribute? 

- To what extent have these science objectives been already achieved? 

 
The SOPS knowledgebase contains the records of all performed operations as well as the 

information about all future science opportunity windows, once the long term science 

opportunity analysing activity has been performed. The answer to the above questions can 

therefore be retrieved using the standard query language of the underlying database, SQL. This 

approach has been taken for generating the SMART-1 master science plan, as described in 

section  9.5.3. It is however a manual and time consuming task, which can hardly be performed 

for every single medium and short term planning cycle with the currently available human 

resources at science operation centres. The visualisation of this enhanced information in the 

SOPS planning client could easily be implemented with limited additional effort. Such simple 

visualisations would bring a significant improvement to the decision making process and would 

considerably help the planners in making planning choices on scientific bases.  

The implementation of higher level scientific prioritisation schemes would be a more 

sophisticated enhancement. Such prioritisation schemes could be used for automating the 

scientific assessment process, based on a number of established criteria, for instance a 

combination of the answers to the above questions, and for providing the results to the planner in 

form of visual colour coding of the science opportunity windows.  
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The same scientific prioritisation schemes could also be used in future as directive heuristics for 

the autonomous planning and scheduling algorithms, which would suggest an optimal plan as a 

starting point to the human planner for manual refinement. The planner would then reassess and 

carry out the final manual changes if required. This would speed up significantly the short term 

planning activities and allow fast replaning and very quick reaction to last minutes changes. 

The challenge in establishing such higher level science prioritisation schemes lies in the 

definition of sensible and flexible criteria, which can be adapted to the characteristics of different 

mission phases. In this respect the definition of the observation request in the knowledgebase 

must be extended to express how and to what extend the requested observation would contribute 

to the specified detailed science objectives. For instance a science objective could be achieved if 

the observation would be repeated a certain number of times on  

- any of the targets in the target group;  

- one and the same target of the target group;   

- on a certain number of different targets of the target group 
 

 This subject is discussed in more detail a dedicated publication [49]. 

 
- Configuration Control: An important aspect of science operation planning, which has not 

been addressed sufficiently in the current implementation of SOPS, is the configuration control 

management. During the science opportunity analysing the available science opportunities are 

identified based on the planning information in the SOPS knowledgebase. This information is 

however not static and can evolve in different mission phases throughout the mission lifetime. 

For instance the constraints involved in the definition of an observation request, can be relaxed or 

extended, in order to adapt with the evolving environmental characteristics of each mission 

phase. Another example is adding new targets to an existing target group, which is associated 

with a number of exiting observation requests. Also the scientific objectives of the mission are 

not rigid and can evolve, depending on the results of the previous planning cycles, hence 

affecting the selection and prioritisation scheme for future planning periods. These examples 

demonstrate the dependency of the results of a planning session on the information in the 

knowledgebase at the time of the planning.  Analysis of a previous planning session is therefore 

only possible if the related planning information is persisted with the planning session results. 

This aspect is partially implemented in the current version of the SMART-1 SOPS. The 

associated planning information can be saved locally with the planning results in a so called 

SOPS session file. The SOPS knowledgebase offers however no configuration control features to 

the user. It is not possible to check out the state of the knowledgebase on a certain date or to track 
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the evolution of certain planning information items. Despite saving all relevant planning 

information along with the results of each planning session, the SOPS planning client does not 

provide all information retrieval interfaces as available in the knowledgebase web clients. The 

user can for instance not retrieve the definition of an observation request.  

These shortcomings are not conceptual but purely related to the limited resources of SMART-1 

SOPS project. In fact the implementation of these missing features would require very limited 

additional effort, while increasing the practical value of the science operation planning system 

significantly. The implementation of the configuration control features and extension of the 

SOPS client with complete set of information retrieval MMI should be among the first candidates 

for future SOPS improvements. 

 
- Handling of Mission Specific Planning Rules: As described in chapter  9.5.2.1.1, these rules 

specify the overall frame for science opportunity analysing and planning. The following items are 

the typical examples: 
 

- Definition of long, medium and short planning cycles defines the overall organisation 

of the planning activities and must correctly be implemented by the science opportunity 

planner. To give an example, each SMART-1 short term planning cycle has a period of 

one week. It starts at the first light to dark terminator crossing at Saturday after 00:00 

UTC 
 

- Command deletion times: The definition of the command deletion time, the overlapping 

time between two consequent planning cycles, is another mission specific aspect. It 

begins for the SMART-1 mission with the start of each planning cycle and ends 60 

minutes later, in order to ensure smooth transition from previous cycle to the current one 
 

- Communication pass profile: The characteristics of communication activities are 

mission specific 
 

- Resource management information: The available onboard and ground resources such 

as available electrical power budget for science operations or the data storage capacity for 

each planning cycle are another set of mission specific planning information 
 

In the current implementation of the SMART-1 SOPS the handling of these rules has been 

addressed at design level. The mission specific aspects have been implemented in specialised 

subclasses, such as Smart1Orbit, Smart1PlanningCycle, and Smart1CommunicationPass, which 

extend the corresponding generic super classes Orbit, PlanningCycle and CommunicatoinPass. 
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Although this approach allows the effective and simple implementation of mission specific logic 

while still preserving the generality of the SOPS design, it requires the implementation of a set of 

mission specific classes for each new mission. A more flexible approach would be the provision 

of more generic but configurable implementation of these concepts, which would allow the 

adaptation of the current SOPS tools to a new mission without the need for mission specific 

implementations. 

12 Potential Reuse of the system 

The development and documentation of the SMART-1 SOPS has been finalised during the 

SMART-1 wrap-up phase in 2006. The ESA planetary mission independent group (MIG) is 

currently (2009) evaluating the possibility of adoption of the introduced centralised science 

operation planning approach and the concepts of the SMART-1 SOPS for the ESA planetary 

missions Rosetta and BepiColombo. 

The extent of the SOPS reuse may be different for each of these missions. While Mars Express, 

being already in its third extension after the originally planed mission lifetime, has a fully 

developed and well established planning process, based on a comprehensive set of planning 

tools, the Rosetta mission is still in the process of defining its final science operation planning 

concept for its routine science operation planning phase, which will start in 2014.  

It goes without saying that introduction of an entirely new planning concept, which would impact 

significantly the established planning process and change the interfaces, will require considerable 

preparation and in particular education effort among all involved parties. For Mars Express, the 

benefits of a new concept can be better exploited, if it is introduced in an evolutionary manner. 

For the Rosetta and the future BepiColombo missions the adoption of the centralised science 

operation planning concept and development of the corresponding science operation planning 

system could in contrast be the initial mission choice. 

The reuse of the SOPS is in this context being considered at two levels:  The conceptual reuse of 

the software design as well as the adaptation of the represented SMART-1 SOPS reference 

implementation. In particular the concept and the design of the SOPS knowledgebase and its 

remote web-based clients as well as the concept of the science opportunity analyser and 

identification of science opportunity windows are currently the focus of interest for potential 

extension and integration in the future common science operation planning infrastructure for all 

ESA planetary missions. These concepts are currently being investigated in the frame of both in-

house activities and in a GSP study with the industrial contractors. 
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13 Conclusion 

A systematic analysis of the science operation planning domain for ESA planetary missions has 

been provided in the first chapters of the present dissertation. 

The principles of the centralised science operation planning concept as a mission independent 

paradigm for planning the operations of the scientific payload instruments of a planetary mission 

have been discussed. The advantages and shortcomings of the centralised planning approach in 

direct comparison with the decentralised science operation planning concept have been 

elaborated on. 

The centralised science operations planning concept aims at conflict avoidance as early as 

possible in the planning process, rather than conflict resolution in later stages. It eliminates the 

unnecessary iteration cycles and reduces the required planning time and effort. 

It shifts the planning interfaces between the payload teams and the science operation centre, 

SOC, towards more scientific interfaces. 

The three main elements of the centralised science operation planning concept can be stated to be 
 

 Centralised repository for all relevant science planning information; 

 Centralised science opportunity analysing and identification of all available science 

opportunity windows during a planning period 

 Centralised science opportunity selection (planning) based on scientific criteria and trade-

off analysis 
 

In this concept the establishment of a hierarchical network of scientific objectives of the mission 

and the provision of the corresponding generic observation requests by the payload teams are 

essential for the implementation of the central science opportunity analysis and  science-driven 

planning. 

The SMART-1 science operation planning system, SOPS, has been the first implementation of 

this generic planning concept for an ESA planetary mission. It has been designed and 

implemented entirely by the author and has been successfully adopted as the prime science 

operation planning system for the SMART-1 mission during its extended science phase.  

The underlying concepts of the SMART-1 science operation planning system have been 

ultimately validated through the operational usage of the SOPS and the retrieved scientific results 

from the spacecraft. 
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SMART-1 has been the first ESA mission to the Moon and the first in a series of ESA Small 

Missions for Advanced Research in Technology. The ESA SMART missions are relatively low 

budget technology demonstration missions with a complementary set of scientific objectives. 

The main challenge in the development of the SMART-1 SOPS has been the tight development 

schedule and the very limited available resources. The adopted agile software development 

lifecycle and the incremental delivery concept have however allowed for the provision of the first 

version of the system only few weeks after the start of the development. The functionality of the 

system has been gradually extended in every subsequent delivery. 

The design and implementation aspects of the SMART-1 SOPS as the reference implementation 

of the centralised science planning concept have been elaborated on in this dissertation. The 

limitations of the current system, the potential improvement areas as well as the main advantages  

of SOPS for the science operation planning of planetary missions are discussed in the final 

sections of the present work.  

The successful experience of adopting the centralised science operation planning concept and its 

reference implementation SOPS in the SMART-1 mission has been acknowledged by the ESA 

planetary mission independent group (MIG). Its application for the ESA planetary missions 

Rosetta and BepiColombo is therefore being currently (2009) studied and prototyped. 

The introduced concept of the centralised science operation planning and the experience gained 

through its first reference implementation for the SMART-1 mission have been published in a 

number of scientific conferences and journals [Appendix 4 – Related Publications by the Author 

in Scientific Conferences]. 
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Appendix 1 – Example of an Event File 

# Reference Date 
# (mandatory when using relative times) 
Ref_date: 31-December-2005 
 
# Time Window 
# (mandatory at top level) 
Start_time: 00:00:00 
End_time: 78_00:00:00 
 
# Event List Start 
# (521829 event list items) 
 
042_00:41:43   RW_OFFLOAD_START (COUNT = 1071) 
042_00:43:23   RW_OFFLOAD_END (COUNT = 1071) 
042_01:44:24   DESCEND_800_KM (COUNT = 1730) 
042_02:23:54   ASCEND_800_KM (COUNT = 1730) 
042_02:39:49   COV_GDS_MGA_START (COUNT = 39) 
042_02:42:38   COV_GDS_MGA_END (COUNT = 47) 
042_04:55:18   COV_GDS_MGA_START (COUNT = 40) 
042_04:55:28   COV_NNO_MGA_START (COUNT = 41) 
042_04:55:30   COV_PER_MGA_START (COUNT = 42) 
042_04:57:35   COV_WEI_MGA_START (COUNT = 43) 
042_04:57:53   COV_VL1_MGA_START (COUNT = 45) 
042_04:57:53   COV_VL2_MGA_START (COUNT = 44) 
042_04:57:54   COV_KOU_MGA_START (COUNT = 46) 
… 

070_02:45:59   LM_VIS_LIM_START (COUNT = 20004) 
070_02:46:03   LM_VIS_ALG_10_20_START (COUNT = 2030003) 
070_02:46:03   LM_VIS_ALG_20_30_END (COUNT = 2030003) 
070_02:46:06   LM_DIST_500_1000_KM_START (COUNT = 2780002) 
070_02:46:06   LM_DIST_1000_2000_KM_END (COUNT = 2780003) 
070_02:46:08   LM_VIS_ALG_0_3_START (COUNT = 2800002) 
070_02:46:08   LM_VIS_ALG_3_5_END (COUNT = 2800003) 
070_02:46:08   LM_VIS_ALG_5_10_START (COUNT = 2760003) 
070_02:46:08   LM_VIS_ALG_10_20_END (COUNT = 2760003) 
070_02:46:09   LM_VIS_ACR_15_90_START (COUNT = 4370002) 
070_02:46:09   LM_VIS_ALG_30_90_START (COUNT = 4370001) 
070_02:46:09   LM_DIST_1000_2000_KM_START (COUNT = 4370002) 
070_02:46:10   LM_VIS_ALG_20_30_START (COUNT = 2110003) 
070_02:46:10   LM_VIS_ALG_30_90_END (COUNT = 2110003) 
070_02:46:12   LM_VIS_LIM_END (COUNT = 1410004) 
070_02:46:13   LM_VIS_LIM_END (COUNT = 2410003) 
070_02:46:15   LM_VIS_ALG_20_30_START (COUNT = 4370003) 
070_02:46:15   LM_VIS_ALG_30_90_END (COUNT = 4370001) 
070_02:46:18   LM_LSE_30_40_END (COUNT = 100001) 
070_02:46:18   LM_LSE_40_50_START (COUNT = 100001) 
070_02:46:19   LM_VIS_ACR_15_90_START (COUNT = 2820002) 
070_02:46:19   LM_VIS_ALG_30_90_START (COUNT = 2820001) 
070_02:46:19   LM_VIS_LIM_START (COUNT = 2270002) 
070_02:46:19   LM_DIST_1000_2000_KM_START (COUNT = 2820002) 
070_02:46:19   CEL_VIS_SUN_60_180_END (COUNT = 280002) 
070_02:46:21   LM_VIS_ALG_5_10_START (COUNT = 3540003) 
070_02:46:21   LM_VIS_ALG_10_20_END (COUNT = 3540003) 
070_02:46:21   LM_VIS_LIM_END (COUNT = 2020003) 
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Appendix 2 – Example of an Event Driven ITL File 

Ref_date: 24-Sep-2004  
 
Start_time: 000_00:00:00 
End_time:   002_00:00:00 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
Description: "1. | MIRO is already on, power cycle in case of anomaly" 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------# 
 
# "Mode to Engineering v03" 
POINTING_START(COUNT=022001) -00:13:10    MIRO       CTS_DualCntm  AMRF016A  
 
# Power Off MIRO via OBCP 
POINTING_START(COUNT=022001) -00:12:10    MIRO       Engineering   AMRF003A  
 
# "Mode to Engineering v03" 
POINTING_START(COUNT=022001) -00:11:10    MIRO       OFF           AMRF001A  
 
# Power On MIRO via OBCP 
POINTING_START(COUNT=022001) -00:10:10    MIRO       Engineering   AMRF008A  
 
# "MIRO USO ON v06" 
POINTING_START(COUNT=022001) -00:10:05    MIRO       Engineering   AMRF007A  
 
# "MIRO Cal Heat On v04" 
POINTING_START(COUNT=022001) -00:10:00    MIRO       Engineering   AMRF009A  
 
# CTS Warmup 
POINTING_START(COUNT=022001) -00:05:00    MIRO       Engineering   AMRF011A # 
CTS/Dual Continuum 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------# 
Description: "2. | Issue mode change in order to do a cal before scan 2 
starts" 
#------------------------------------------------------------------# 
 
POINTING_START(COUNT=022022) -00:05:00     MIRO       CTS_DualCntm   AMRF011A 
# CTS/Dual Continuum 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------# 
Description: "3. | Issue mode change in order to do a cal before scan 3 
starts" 
#------------------------------------------------------------------# 
 
POINTING_START(COUNT=022043) -00:05:00     MIRO       CTS_DualCntm   AMRF011A 
# CTS/Dual Continuum 
 
#==================================================================# 
Description: "4. | Shut down everything" 
#==================================================================# 
 
POINTING_END(COUNT=022063) 00:00:00    MIRO       CTS_DualCntm     AMRF016A # 
Engineering 
POINTING_END(COUNT=022063) 00:05:00    MIRO       Engineering      AMRF003A # 
Power Off MIRO via OBCP 
# ------------- End of Generic MIRO Pointing Scenario  ------------ # 
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Appendix 3 – Example of a Pointing Type Request File  

Ref_date: 31-December-2005 
Start_time: 196_03:16:35 
End_time: 203_03:32:05 
 
#CDT BLOCK 
196_03:16:35 STOC INERT_START ( POINTING_AXIS = X OBJECT = EARTH SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) 
196_03:46:35 STOC INERT_END 
# EXCURSION START 
196_05:41:25 STOC TRACK_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = SIR OBJECT = 271_SIR_P11 REF_BODY = MOON SLEW_POLICY 
= SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) 
196_05:46:30 STOC TRACK_END 
# !Excursion END 
196_05:49:15 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #Light side start 
196_05:51:30 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = BEFORE_NEXT YDIR = POSITIVE ) #back to 
nadir 
# EXCURSION START 
196_05:55:15 STOC TRACK_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = SIR OBJECT = 271_SIR_P11 REF_BODY = MOON SLEW_POLICY 
= SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) 
196_05:58:35 STOC TRACK_END 
# !Excursion END 
# EXCURSION START 
196_05:59:30 STOC TRACK_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = AMIE_FOV_UNFILTERED OBJECT = 098_ICE2 REF_BODY = 
MOON SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) 
196_06:16:45 STOC TRACK_END 
196_06:03:35 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #back to nadir 
# !Excursion END 
196_06:21:45 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = BEFORE_NEXT YDIR = POSITIVE ) #back to 
nadir 
# EXCURSION START 
196_06:42:45 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = AMIE_FOV_UNFILTERED SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH 
ROLL_MODE = POWER_OPTIMISED YDIR = POSITIVE CROSS_TRACK_LM = 436_BER1 ) 
196_06:43:45 STOC NADIR_END 
# !Excursion END 
196_06:48:45 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #back to nadir 
196_07:21:35 STOC NADIR_END #Light side end 
196_07:51:35 STOC INERT_START (  OBJECT = WOL SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #WOL + Inertial CoolDown 
start 
196_09:54:15 STOC INERT_END #End of WOL 
196_10:54:15 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #Light side start 
196_12:26:35 STOC NADIR_END #Light side end 
196_12:56:35 STOC INERT_START (  OBJECT = WOL SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #WOL + Inertial CoolDown 
start 
196_14:59:15 STOC INERT_END #End of WOL 
196_15:59:15 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #Light side start 
196_17:31:35 STOC NADIR_END #Light side end 
196_18:01:35 STOC INERT_START (  OBJECT = WOL SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #WOL + Inertial CoolDown 
start 
196_20:04:15 STOC INERT_END #End of WOL 
196_21:04:15 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #Light side start 
196_22:36:35 STOC NADIR_END #Light side end 

… 
201_02:45:10 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #Light side start 
201_04:21:10 STOC NADIR_END #Light side end 
201_05:16:45 STOC INERT_START ( POINTING_AXIS = X OBJECT = EARTH YDIR = POSITIVE )#Communication pass start 
201_17:00:30 STOC INERT_END #Communication pass end 
201_18:00:30 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #Light side start 
201_19:36:10 STOC NADIR_END #Light side end 
201_20:01:50 STOC INERT_START (  OBJECT = WOL SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #WOL + Inertial CoolDown 
start 
201_22:05:40 STOC INERT_END #End of WOL 
201_23:05:40 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #Light side start 
202_00:41:15 STOC NADIR_END #Light side end 
202_01:06:55 STOC INERT_START (  OBJECT = WOL SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #WOL + Inertial CoolDown 
start 
202_03:10:45 STOC INERT_END #End of WOL 
202_04:10:45 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #Light side start 
202_05:46:15 STOC NADIR_END #Light side end 
202_06:41:55 STOC INERT_START ( POINTING_AXIS = X OBJECT = EARTH YDIR = POSITIVE )#Communication pass start 
202_11:46:55 STOC INERT_START ( POINTING_AXIS = X OBJECT = EARTH YDIR = POSITIVE )#Communication pass start 
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202_13:21:00 STOC INERT_END#Communication pass end 
# LowAltitude Off-track correction START 
202_15:37:25 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE 
ALONG_TRACK_ANGLE = 0 [degrees] CROSS_TRACK_ANGLE = 5 [degrees]) 
202_18:26:10 STOC INERT_END#Communication pass end 
202_19:26:00 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = BEFORE_NEXT YDIR = POSITIVE ) #Light side 
start 
# LowAltitude Off-track correction START 
202_20:41:45 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE 
ALONG_TRACK_ANGLE = 0 [degrees] CROSS_TRACK_ANGLE = 5 [degrees]) 
202_21:01:20 STOC NADIR_END #Light side end 
202_21:27:00 STOC INERT_START (  OBJECT = WOL SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) #WOL + Inertial CoolDown 
start 
202_23:31:15 STOC INERT_END #End of WOL 
203_00:31:05 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = BEFORE_NEXT YDIR = POSITIVE ) #Light side 
start 
# LowAltitude Off-track correction START 
203_01:46:20 STOC NADIR_START ( OBJECT_TO_BE_POINTED = Z SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE 
ALONG_TRACK_ANGLE = 0 [degrees] CROSS_TRACK_ANGLE = 5 [degrees]) 
203_02:02:05 STOC NADIR_END #Light side end 
#CDT BLOCK 
203_03:02:05 STOC INERT_START ( POINTING_AXIS = X OBJECT = EARTH SLEW_POLICY = SMOOTH YDIR = POSITIVE ) 
203_03:32:05 STOC INERT_END 
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Appendix 4 – Related Publications by the Author in Scientific 

Conferences and Journals 

The following papers have been published by the author in scientific conferences and journals 

either as main or as co-author. They contemplate the concept of the centralised science operation 

planning and the experience gained from its first reference implementation for the SMART-1 

mission. 

 
Main Author of the paper 
Title Design and Implementation of a New Generic Planning Software System 

for the Science Operations of ESA Planetary Missions 
Conference 56th International Astronautical Congress of the International Astronautical 

Federation, IAC 2005 
  

Title SOPS: The Science Operations Planning System for the first ESA Lunar 
Mission SMART-1 

Conference The 9th International Conference on Space Operations, SpaceOps 2006 

  

Title Planning the Operations of the Scientific Instruments of a Spacecraft on a 
Planetary Mission 

Conference Seventeenth International Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling, 
ICAPS 2007 

Co-Author of the paper 
Title SMART-1 Science Operations Planning System 

Main Author Detlef Koschny 
Conference ILEWG 9 International Conference on Exploration and Utilization of the 

Moon, ICEUM9/ILC2007 
  
Title ESA’S SMART-1 Mission: Lunar Science Results After One Year 
Main Author B.H. Foing 
Conference 37th Annual Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, 2006 
  
Title Coverage And Pointing Accuracy of SMART-1/AMIE Images 
Main Author B. Grieger 
Conference 39th Annual Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, March 13-17, 2008 
  
Title Moon SMART-1 Impact: Predictions and Observation Campaign 
Main Author B.H. Foing 
Conference First International Conference on Impact Cratering in the Solar System, 2006 
  
Title SMART-1 Payload Operations During the Cruise and at the Moon 
Main Author Miguel Almeida 
Conference The International Lunar Conference , ILC 2005 
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Title SMART-1 Long And Medium Term Planning for the Extended Mission 
Main Author D. Frew 
Conference The International Lunar Conference , ILC 2005 
  
Title SMART-1 Moon impact on 3 Sept 2006: predictions and observation 

campaign 
Main Author B.H. Foing 
Journal Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 9, 10608, 2007, SRef-ID: 1607-

7962/gra/EGU2007-A-10608 
  

Title SMART-1 MISSION HIGHLIGHTS 
Main Author B.H. Foing 
Conference 38th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, (Lunar and Planetary Science 

XXXVIII), 2007  
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